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1 Abstract 
This white paper discusses space management for Oracle Automatic Storage Management 
(ASM) on the IBM System Storage SAN Volume Controller (SVC). 

2 Introduction 
This paper discusses some guidelines for administering space usage for Oracle Automatic Storage 
Management (ASM) on the IBM® System Storage™ SAN Volume Controller (SVC). The back-end storage 
controller used with SVC is the IBM System Storage DS8000®. The discussion includes scenarios which 
show the tasks necessary for space administration in a checklist format. The scenarios presented assume 
that space administration is occurring during periods of high storage I/O activity. Therefore, a freely 
available Oracle load generator, Swingbench, is used to generate a heavy I/O workload during the 
exercises. The subjects covered include: 

• A brief overview of the hardware and software technology stack used for the scenarios. This 
includes the IBM SVC, the IBM System Storage DS8000, the IBM System Storage SAN32B-3 
Fibre Channel switch (also known as the IBM Brocade 2005-B5K or Brocade 5000), Oracle 11g 
ASM, the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 and IBM AIX 6.1 operating systems, and IBM 
TotalStorage® Productivity Center (TPC) 3.3.2. 

• A detailed description of the usage of the Swingbench Oracle load generator, including how to 
configure Swingbench to generate as much storage I/O as possible. 

• Basic space administration tasks for the IBM SAN Volume Controller (SVC). 

• Basic space administration tasks for Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM). 

• Typical space addition scenarios for Oracle ASM on SVC. Two scenarios will be discussed, 
adding an ASM disk to an existing ASM diskgroup and expanding existing ASM disks in a 
diskgroup. 

• Typical space reduction scenarios for Oracle ASM on SVC. Two scenarios are discussed, 
removing an ASM disk from an existing ASM diskgroup and shrinking existing ASM disks in a 
diskgroup. 

• A scenario where an MDisk is added to an SVC MDisk Group containing the database. The VDisk 
extents on that MDisk Group are then rebalanced across all of the MDisks now contained in the 
MDisk Group. 

• A scenario where all of the VDisks which contain the database, including the OCR and Vote disks, 
are non-disruptively migrated to a different MDisk Group via the “svctask migratevdisk …” 
command. This could be used to migrate the database to different back-end storage controller. 

• A scenario where all of the VDisks which contain the database, including the OCR and Vote disks, 
are non-disruptively migrated to a different MDisk Group via VDisk mirroring. The VDisks are 
mirrored and after the mirror is synchronized the original copies of the VDisks are deleted. Again, 
this could be used to migrate the database to a different back-end storage controller. 

• Some basic SVC CLI (Command Line Interface) and Oracle SQL*Plus scripts that can be used for 
SVC and ASM space administration and monitoring. 
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2.1 Assumptions 
This paper assumes that a production shop is currently running, or is thinking of running, Oracle Automatic 
Space Administration (ASM) on IBM SAN Volume Controller (SVC). It covers one of the most basic tasks 
required in such a shop – what is the best way to administer space. It assumes some basic understanding, 
at both the conceptual and hands-on administrative levels, of the Oracle ASM and IBM SVC technologies. 

For anyone needing some basic grounding in Oracle ASM or IBM SVC, there are entries in the 
References section that point to the Oracle and IBM manuals which discuss in detail the fundamental 
aspects of both technologies. In addition, the References section contains pointers to two previously 
written white papers which discuss in great detail configuration guidelines for running Oracle ASM on both 
the IBM DS8000 and IBM SVC. Those two papers also give technical overviews and summaries of Oracle 
ASM, IBM DS8000, and IBM SVC. 

2.2 Intended Audience 
The intended audience of this paper is any Technical Lead, System Administrator, Storage Administrator, 
or Oracle DBA in a production environment that wants some guidance on space administration of Oracle 
ASM on IBM SVC. 

3 Technology Stack  
This section will briefly describe the hardware and software technologies used for this paper. 

3.1 IBM System Storage SAN Volume Controller 
The IBM System Storage SAN Volume Controller is a block-storage virtualization appliance. SVC brings 
storage devices together in a virtual pool to make all available storage appear as: 

• One logical device to centrally manage and to allocate capacity as needed. 

• One solution to help achieve the most effective use of key storage resources on demand. 

Therefore SVC allows you to consolidate the heterogeneous SAN storage which may be present in your 
data center, including many non-IBM storage products, and present it as one pool of storage. SVC uses 
an in-band architecture which means that data flowing between a host and a storage controller flows 
through an SVC node. On the front end, SVC presents an interface to a host which looks like a storage 
controller, i.e., like a storage device. On the back end, SVC provides an interface to storage controllers 
that looks like a host to those storage controllers. 

The IBM System Storage SAN Volume Controller is designed to: 

• Simplify storage management. 

• Reduce IT data storage complexity and costs while enhancing scalability. 

• Extend on demand flexibility and resiliency to the IT infrastructure. 

• Increase application availability by making changes in the infrastructure without having to shut 
down hosts. 

An overview of the IBM SAN Volume Controller hardware, virtualization hierarchy, and performance 
configuration guidelines (with respect to Oracle and ASM) is contained in the white paper “IBM SAN 
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Volume Controller Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle Databases with 
Automatic Storage Management (ASM)” (item 4 in the References). 

3.2 IBM System Storage DS8000 
The IBM System Storage DS8000 series is a high-performance, reliable, and exceptionally scalable 
enterprise disk storage system. The IBM System Storage DS8000 series is designed to:  

• Deliver robust, flexible, and cost-effective disk storage for the mission-critical workloads of 
medium and large enterprises 

• Enable the creation of multiple Storage System Logical Partitions (LPARs) within a single DS8000 
Model 9B2, that can be used for completely separate production, test, or other unique storage 
environments 

• Support high availability, storage sharing, and consolidation for a wide variety of operating 
systems and mixed server environments 

• Help increase storage administration productivity with centralized and simplified management 

An overview of the IBM System Storage DS8000 hardware, virtualization hierarchy, and performance 
configuration guidelines (with respect to Oracle and ASM) is contained in the white paper “IBM DS8000 
Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle Databases with Automatic Storage 
Management (ASM)” (item 5 in the References). 

3.3 Fibre Channel switch overview 
The Fibre Channel switches used in the lab environment are the IBM System Storage SAN32B-3. This is 
IBM machine type 2005, model number B5K. The Brocade name is Brocade 5000. The following are brief 
descriptions of both the hardware and software in the IBM Brocade 2005-B5K. 

The IBM System Storage SAN32B-3 is a high performance midrange fabric switch that provides 16, 24, 
and 32-port, 4 Gbps fabrics switching for Windows NT/2000 and UNIX server clustering, infrastructure 
simplification, and business continuity solutions. The base switch offers Advanced Zoning, Full Fabric 
License, Fabric Watch, WebTools, NPIV software, dual replaceable power supplies, and 16-ports 
activated. The Ports on Demand features support “pay-as-you-grow” scalability in 8 port increments. B32 
optional features include Advanced Inter-Switch Link (ISL) Trunking, Advanced Performance Monitoring, 
Extended Fabric Activation, and Advanced Security Activation. 

3.4 Oracle 11g ASM overview 
Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) is a volume manager and a filesystem for Oracle database 
files that supports single-instance Oracle Database and Oracle Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC) 
configurations. Oracle ASM is the Oracle recommended storage-management solution that provides an 
alternative to conventional volume managers, file systems, and raw devices. ASM is designed to provide 
the performance of raw I/O with the management capabilities of a filesystem. 

3.4.1 ASM Disk Groups 
Oracle ASM uses disk groups to store data files. An Oracle ASM disk group is a collection of disks that 
Oracle ASM manages as a unit. Within a disk group, Oracle ASM exposes a file-system interface for 
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Oracle database files. The content of files that are stored in a disk group are evenly distributed, or striped, 
to prevent hot spots and to provide uniform performance across the disks. The performance is comparable 
to the performance of raw devices. 

You can add or remove disks from a disk group while a database continues to access files from the disk 
group. When you add or remove disks from a disk group, ASM automatically redistributes the file contents 
and eliminates the need for downtime when redistributing the content 

3.4.2 ASM Disks 
ASM disks are the storage devices that are provisioned to ASM disk groups. Examples of ASM disks 
include: 

• A disk or partition from a storage array 
• An entire disk or the partitions of a disk 
• Logical volumes 
• Network-attached files (NFS) 

When you add a disk to a disk group, you either assign a disk name or the disk is given an ASM disk 
name automatically. This name is different from the name used by the operating system. In a cluster, a 
disk may be assigned different operating system device names on different nodes, but the disk has the 
same ASM disk name on all of the nodes. In a cluster, an ASM disk must be accessible from all of the 
instances that share the disk group. 

3.4.3 ASM Striping 
ASM striping has two primary purposes: 

• To balance loads across all of the disks in a disk group 
• To reduce I/O latency 

Coarse-grained striping provides load balancing for disk groups while fine-grained striping reduces latency 
for certain file types by spreading the load more widely. 

To stripe data, ASM separates files into stripes and spreads data evenly across all of the disks in a disk 
group. The stripes are equal in size to the effective AU. The coarse-grained stripe size is always equal to 
the AU size. The fine-grained stripe size always equals 128 KB; this provides lower I/O latency for small 
I/O operations such as redo log writes. 

3.4.4 ASM Instances 
An ASM instance is built on the same technology as an Oracle Database instance. An ASM instance has a 
System Global Area (SGA) and background processes that are similar to those of Oracle Database. 
However, because ASM performs fewer tasks than a database, an ASM SGA is much smaller than a 
database SGA. In addition, ASM has a minimal performance effect on a server. ASM instances mount disk 
groups to make ASM files available to database instances; ASM instances do not mount databases. The 
ASM instance executes only a small portion of the code in the Oracle kernel, thus it is less likely to 
encounter failures or contention. 

The ASM instance creates an extent map which has a pointer to where each extent of the data file is 
located. When a database (Relational Database Management System or RDBMS) instance creates or 
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opens a database file that is managed by ASM, the database instance messages the ASM instance and 
ASM returns an extent map for that file. From that point the RDBMS instance performs all I/O directly to 
the disks. Therefore, during normal operation the ASM instance is not in the I/O path. The three things that 
might cause the extent map for a database instance to be updated are: 

1) Rebalancing the disk layout following a storage configuration change (adding or dropping a disk 
from a disk group). 

2) Opening of a new database file. 
3) Extending an existing database file when a tablespace is enlarged.  

ASM metadata is the information that ASM uses to control a disk group and the metadata resides within 
the disk group. The RDBMS instances never directly update ASM metadata. ASM metadata is written only 
by the ASM instance. ASM metadata includes the following information: 

• The disks that belong to a disk group 
• The amount of space that is available in a disk group 
• The filenames of the files in a disk group 
• The location of disk group datafile data extents 
• A redo log that records information about atomically changing ASM blocks 

ASM and database instances require shared access to the disks in a disk group. ASM instances manage 
the metadata of the disk group and provide file layout information to the database instances. 

3.5 Host and HBA (Host Bus Adapter) hardware and software overview 
The discussion in this paper will deal with both Linux and AIX hosts. The best practices for configuring the 
zoning and pathing from the host to storage are discussed in the white paper “IBM SAN Volume 
Controller Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle Databases with 
Automatic Storage Management (ASM)” (item 4 in the References). 

3.6 IBM TotalStorage Productivity Center (TPC) 3.3.2 
TotalStorage Productivity Center (TPC) is an essential tool in an IBM SAN environment to ensure the 
health of the data center. TPC offers the following features: 

1) It presents a graphical overview of the entire data center topology, from hosts to Fibre 
Channel switches to storage. 

2) It allows a drill-down into each object in the topology. For example, you can select a given 
DS8000 and expand it to view all of the layers of the virtualization hierarchy. 

3) It collects very detailed performance data on LUNs, RAID arrays, switches, etc. For example, 
for a given LUN over a specified time period you can see the IOPS (I/Os per second), the 
response time, the throughput (MBPS, or MB per second) and the read or write cache hit ratio. 

4) It offers a wide range of reports that can be used to analyze the collected performance data. 

TPC is simply the only way to monitor and report on the all of the layers of the technology stack in the IBM 
SAN environment and is a critical component of the setup in a data center. 

4 Swingbench Oracle Load Generator 
This section will detail the usage of the Swingbench Oracle load generator. 
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4.1 Overview 
Swingbench is a free Oracle load generation and benchmarking tool written by Dominic Giles who works 
at Oracle UK. It is located at http://www.dominicgiles.com/swingbench.html. That web page contains a link 
to a PDF that gives an overview of Swingbench. Also, the Downloads page has a link to the Swingbench 
Reference and User Guide 2.2 PDF. We will be running Swingbench 2.3, and there are some differences 
between versions 2.2 and 2.3, so this document will reflect things as they really are in 2.3. Both of those 
PDFs should be read in their entirety before proceeding with the installation, configuration, and running of 
Swingbench. The sections of this document which give an overview of Swingbench and its components 
borrow directly from the overview PDF on the Swingbench Web site. 

Swingbench has three front-ends to the same kernel: 

• Swingbench 

This front-end has a rich graphical interface. It displays real-time charts and allows you to edit 
configuration parameters. A summary of the results are placed in an XML file. It is useful for 
demonstrations. 

• Minibench 

This front-end has a small footprint graphical interface. It has some simple real-time charting. 
A summary of the results are placed in an XML file. It is useful for assessing the impact of an 
operation such as a backup. 

• Charbench 

This has a character-based front-end. The output can be in a vmstat/sar format. There are 
many command line options. Charbench allows for the gathering of very detailed real-time 
data when doing benchmarking that fully stresses the system. 

There are some other tools on the Swingbench Web site: 

• Datagenerator 

This is a utility used to populate, create, and load tables with semi-random data. Users can 
specify sequences, random text, random numbers, database columns, and files as sources for 
tables. It is also used to either create or scale up some of the available benchmarks (this will 
be discussed further down in this document). 

• Traceanalyzer 

This is a tool designed to display SQL trace data in a graphical format thereby making it easier 
to read. 

4.2 Swingbench Benchmarks 
Swingbench comes with four benchmarks and also with a feature which allows you to create your own 
benchmark: 

Benchmark Description Read/Write ratio 
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Order Entry Classic Order Entry Benchmark. TPC-C like 60/40 

Calling Circle Telco based self-service application 70/30 

Stress Test Simple Insert/Delete/Update/Select benchmark 50/50 

Sales History DSS benchmark 100/0 

Develop your own A “blank” benchmark that calls a stored 
procedure which can be modified to include your 
own transactions 

Configurable 

 

Order Entry 
• TPC-C like. 
• Uses Oracle Database 10g “OE” schema as its basis. 
• Grows over time. 
• Does not require pre-generation of data for the benchmark. 
• Stored procedure and native code versions. 
• Choice of using partitioning. 
• Maximum size 100GB (if using the Order Entry creation wizard). 

 

Calling Circle 
• Telco based self service benchmark. 
• Relatively static in size. 
• Requires the generation of a new set of data files for each new benchmark run. 
• The schema will eventually become “worn out” and will need to be rebuilt. 
• Maximum size 100GB (if using the Calling Circle creation wizard). 

Stress Test 
• Simplest of all the benchmarks. 
• Performs simple Insert/Update/Delete/Select operations. 
• Schema created at run time. 
• Useful for quick tests. 
• Can be run against TimesTen. 

 

DSS 
• A Data Warehousing benchmark. 
• Still under testing. 
• Based on the Oracle Database 10g “Sales History” schema. 
• No wizard at present. 
• Uses “Datagenerator” to populate the database. 
• Scripts are shipped with Datagenerator. 
• Maximum size limited by disk and time. 

Developing your own 
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• Swingbench ships with a “blank” benchmark that calls a stored procedure which can be modified 
to include your own transactions. 

• The Java source for all the transactions is shipped with Swingbench. 
• An “Ant” script will compile your new or modified transactions. 
• Simple Java API allows for the creation of new transactions. 

 
This paper will use the Order Entry benchmark for the following reasons: 
 

(1) It can scale fairly easily in terms of both size and transaction rate. 
(2) The transaction rate can be viewed at one second intervals and performance impacts are 

immediately visible. 
(3) It can be set to run for long periods of time, several days if need be, with no manual intervention 

needed. 
 
The Order Entry benchmark simply best suits the purposes of this paper. 

4.3 Swingbench Basic Installation and Configuration 
This section will expand on the installation and configuration instructions given in the Swingbench 
Reference and User Guide mentioned in the 4.1 Overview section. It will discuss the creation of the Order 
Entry benchmark via the GUI wizard supplied with Swingbench. So this is the “basic” installation and 
configuration. The creation of a Large Scale Order Entry benchmark will be discussed in the 4.4 
Swingbench Advanced Installation and Configuration section. 

The versions of software used will be: 

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 (64-bit) 
• AIX 6.1.0.0 
• Oracle Enterprise Server 11.1.0.7 
• Swingbench 2.3, build 2.3.0.422 

4.3.1 General Swingbench Installation and Setup 
 
(1) Install the Oracle 11.1.0.6 Enterprise Sever software on the Linux or AIX host that will be running the 

database. If so desired, it can be a RAC database installation. After 11.1.0.6 is installed, upgrade it to 
the 11.1.0.7 patch level. 

 
(2) Create a database on the Linux or AIX host(s). This document assumes that Automatic Storage 

Management (ASM) will be used for the database and that the database datafiles will be created in a 
diskgroup named DATA_DG. 

 
(3) There are GUI interfaces to Swingbench. So if you are going to use any of the GUI interfaces, ensure 

that you can connect to the host which is running Swingbench via an X11 terminal. This can be done 
via VNC or by whatever method is usually used in your environment. 

 
(4) Download the latest version of Swingbench from http://dominicgiles.com. As of the writing of this 

paper, that version is Swingbench 2.3.0.422. The file is swingbench230422.zip. 
 
(5) You can run Swingbench from a client machine when you are doing a heavy load generation. Running 

Swingbench on the same host where the database is running may cause the Swingbench interface to 
hang if the database host becomes overly CPU-bound from some of the testing. If a client machine is 
used, then that host must at a minimum have the Oracle client software installed (we will assume 
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11.1.0.7 as discussed in step (1)). However, even with a client machine setup, you do want to install 
Swingbench on every database host in addition to every client machine because the database hosts 
will be running a Swingbench component called CPU Monitor. And you may also want to run load 
generation from the database host if it is not extreme stress testing. This will be discussed in more 
detail further down in this document. 

 
All of the steps below are showing the case where Swingbench is going to be run from one of the RAC 
nodes. 

 
(6) As the oracle login, unzip the file swingbench in /home/oracle. This will create the directory 

/home/oracle/swingbench: 
 

[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ unzip swingbench230422.zip 
 
(7) Install the required version of Java. Swingbench 2.3 requires at least Java5 (JVM 1.5).  
 

Linux 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 by default comes with Java 1.4 (Java4). The default java binary is 
installed in the directory /usr/bin. Additional versions of java get installed under the directory /usr/java. 
This will become important to know further down. You can verify the java version with: 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ java –version 
java version "1.4.2" 
….. 

 
If you do not have at least Java 1.5 installed on the system, go to 
http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp. Click on the button for downloading JDK 6 Update 14 
(the most recent version as of this writing). 
 
AIX 
AIX 5.3 by default comes with Java 1.4 (Java4) installed in directory /usr/java14/jre/bin. AIX 6.1 should 
come with either Java 1.5 or 1.6. You can verify the version with: 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ /home/oracle> java -version 
java version "1.6.0" 
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build pap6460-20071123_01) 
….. 
 

If you do not have at least Java 1.5 installed on the system, go to 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/jdk/aix/service.html and click on “Java 5 64-bit” or “Java 6 
64-bit”. You will be prompted for your IBM developerworks login. If you do not have an account, you 
will be prompted to create one and you can do it at this point. Once you are logged in, you can 
download the “NON-AIX installp / NON-smit install format”. This will be a “local” copy of JVM 1.5 or 1.6  
which will just be used for Swingbench and not installed under /usr. The filename is j564redist.tar.gz or 
j664redist.tar.gz 

 
(8) Assuming that JDK 1.6 will be installed, then: 

Linux 
As root, install the appropriate JDK 1.6 for your machine’s Linux install, i.e., either 32-bit or 64-bit. You 
can verify whether the system is 32- or 64-bit by running the command “uname –a”. If there is no 
reference to 64-bit in the uname output, then you should use the 32-bit JDK RPM. JDK 1.6 Update 14 
will get installed in /usr/java/jdk1.6.0_14. For the 64-bit, you would do: 
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[root@racnode1~]# chmod u+x jdk-6u14-linux-x64-rpm.bin 
[root@racnode1~]# ./jdk-6u14-linux-x64-rpm.bin 
 

AIX 
Create a directory where Java 1.6 can be gunzip’ed and untar’ed, for example: 

 
[root@racnode1~]# /home/root> mkdir /u01/java16 
[root@racnode1~]# /home/root> cp j664redist.tar.gz /u01/java16 
[root@racnode1~]# /home/root> cd /u01/java16 
[root@racnode1~]# /u01> gunzip j664redist.tar.gz 
[root@racnode1~]# /u01> tar -xvf j664redist.tar 

 
(9) Add the following 3 lines to the top of file /home/oracle/swingbench/swingbench.env. But first be sure 

to comment out any other lines in the file that are trying to set these same environment variables (the 
original lines should be at the top of the file). Before adding the following lines, be sure that they do 
reflect the setup on your system: 

 
Linux 

export ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db 
export JAVAHOME=/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_14 
export SWINGHOME=/home/oracle/swingbench 
 

AIX 
export ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db 
export JAVAHOME=/u01/java16/sdk/jre 
export SWINGHOME=/home/oracle/swingbench 

 
(10) Swingbench assumes that the Bash shell is installed on the system. Of course on Linux, Bash is the 

default shell so it will definitely exist on the system. However, on AIX, the Bash shell is not installed 
by default. So a version of Bash that runs on AIX can be downloaded from http://www-
03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/aix/linux/toolbox/alpha.html. But a simpler solution on AIX is to 
make some minor modifications to some Swingbench files which change the syntax in those files 
from the Bash shell to the Korn shell and which indicate that the Korn shell environment should be 
used. Those changes are: 

 
AIX 

• In /u01/swingbench/swingbench.env and all shell script files in /u01/swingbench/bin, 
change the following first line: 

#!/bin/bash 
 ---- to ---- 
#!/bin/ksh 
 

• In all shell script files in /u01/swingbench/bin, change the following line: 
source ../swingbench.env 
---- to ---- 
. ../swingbench.env 
 

  Those files include swingbench, charbench, oewizard and cpumonitor. 

4.3.2 Swingbench Order Entry Setup 
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(1) Edit the file /home/oracle/swingbench/bin/swingconfig.xml and change the values in the lines with the 
XML tags below to have the values shown below. The lines below assume that you are connecting to 
instance SWBENCH1 on host racnode1 using the JDBC thin driver. They also specify the userid and 
password for an Oracle account that has DBA privileges (“system” in this case, with a password of 
“manager”). The other XML tags are self-explanatory: 

 
<ConnectString>racnode1:1521:SWBENCH1</ConnectString> 
<NumberOfUsers>450</NumberOfUsers> 

       <RunTime>24:0</RunTime> 
<StatsCollectionStart>0:1</StatsCollectionStart> 
<StatsCollectionEnd>24:0</StatsCollectionEnd> 
<Database> 
      <SystemUserName>system</SystemUserName> 
      <SystemPassword>manager</SystemPassword> 
      <PerformAWRSnapShots>false</PerformAWRSnapShots> 
</Database> 
 
The following stanza is no longer included by default in the Swingbench 2.3.0.422 
swingconfig.xml config file. It specifies which host will be running the CPU monitor. It 
should be added immediately after the <Database> stanza shown above so that the output 
from CPU Monitor (which is actually the vmstat command) displays properly: 
 
<SystemMonitor> 
      <HostName>racnode1</HostName> 
</SystemMonitor> 
 

(2) Step (1) describes a setup where Swingbench is only going to create database connections to one 
instance. If this is a RAC installation, it is possible to set up the client host that will be running 
Swingbench so that connections will be evenly divided among the instances composing the RAC 
database. This entails modifying the tnsnames.ora file on the client host (which could be one of the 
RAC nodes if so desired) to include a load balancing SERVICE_NAME entry. For our example, let’s 
assume that we have four RAC hosts, racnode1, racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4, which are 
running instances SWBENCH1, SWBENCH2, SWBENCH3 and SWBENCH4, respectively. Then add 
the following entry to the tnsnames.ora file: 

 
SWBENCH = 

   (DESCRIPTION = 
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = racnode1_vip)(PORT = 1521)) 
     (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = racnode2_vip)(PORT = 1521)) 
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = racnode3_vip)(PORT = 1521)) 
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = racnode4_vip)(PORT = 1521)) 
      (LOAD_BALANCE = yes) 
      (CONNECT_DATA = 
         (SERVER = DEDICATED) 
         (SERVICE_NAME = SWBENCH) 
      ) 
   ) 
 

Notice that the host TCP/IP addresses that are being used are the RAC virtual IP addresses. The 
<ConnectString> value in the swingconfig.xml file that was described in step (1) should now be 
changed to the value below to force Swingbench to use the new load balancing SERVICE_NAME 
entry for connections: 
 

<ConnectString>SWBENCH</ConnectString> 
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There will be one additional command line option used when invoking Swingbench which will allow the 
load balancing to occur. This command line option will be described in step (8) below. Finally, note 
that the database instance connections may not be divided up exactly evenly between all of the 
instances composing the RAC database. The load balancing setup does not guarantee an exact 
splitting up of the connections, but it is always at least very close to an even division of work. 

 
(3) Edit the file /home/oracle/swingbench/bin/oewizard.xml and replace the respective lines in the file with 

the corresponding lines below. The DATA_DG entries correspond to the name of the ASM disk group 
which will contain the database datafiles: 

 
    <Parameter Key="dbapassword" Value="manager"/> 
 
    <Parameter Key="indexdatafile" Value="+DATA_DG"/> 
    <Parameter Key="datafile" Value="+DATA_DG"/> 
 
    <Parameter Key="connectionstring" Value="racnode1:1521:SWBENCH1"/> 
 

(4) When using the oewizard command to create the SOE tablespaces and schema, it is allowed to create 
the cumulative size of the data and index tablespaces up to 100 GB. Also, oewizard tends to create 
the datafiles for the data and index tablespaces in the ratio of 1-to-2, i.e., the datafile for the index 
tablespace is twice as large as the datafile for the data tablespace. That means that when creating a 
100 GB schema, the datafiles for both tablespaces will be over 32 GB when using an 8 KB database 
block size. For this reason, it is best to go ahead and add the “bigfile” option to the SQL scripts that 
create the tablespaces. Do this by editing the files soecreatetablespace.sql, 
soecreatedatatablespace.sql and soecreateindextablespace.sql  in the directory 
/home/oracle/swingbench/sql/ and changing the following lines: 

 
create tablespace …. 

          to 
  create bigfile tablespace …. 
 
(5) Start up an X11 terminal to the host (arcx345xzn20 in our example) and verify that you can run xclock. 

Then, run the oewizard command that will be used to create the Order Entry schema. The prompts are 
fairly self-explanatory except when you get to the point where the datafiles need to be specified for the 
tablespaces. If you are using ASM, you would want to just specify the disk group, e.g., +DATA_DG. 
This is mentioned in the Appendix to the Swingbench Reference and User Guide: 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ ./oewizard 

 
(6) You must now recompile the ORDERENTRY package which gets created with an INVALID status. 

Run the following commands: 
 

[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ export ORACLE_HOME=/01/app/oracle/product/11.1.0/db 
[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ export ORACLE_SID=SWBENCH1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ export PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH 
[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ sqlplus soe/soe 
SQL> alter package orderentry compile package; 
SQL> exit 

 
(7) Before starting up Swingbench, you should first start up the CPU Monitor mentioned previously. Login 

to the database host, racnode1 in our example, as oracle and do the following: 
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[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ ./cpumonitor 

 
(8) You are now ready to run Swingbench. For details on the command line arguments and other aspects 

of running Swingbench, refer to the Swingbench Reference and User Guide. We will give an example 
of running Swingbench using the non-GUI charbench command and will save the output to a text file. 
Login to the client host from which you will be running Swingbench, arcx345xzn20 in our example, and 
run the following. Remember, you must have made the changes to the swingconfig.xml file described 
in step (1) (and step (2) for a load balancing setup). 

 
For a setup where database connections will be made to only one instance, run the following: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 2>swing.err 
 

For a setup where database connections will use load balancing as described in step (2), run the 
following: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ ./charbench -dt oci -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 2>swing.err 

 
(9) In another login window, you can now monitor the output file: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ tail -f /home/oracle/swingbench/bin/swing.out 

4.4 Swingbench Advanced Installation and Configuration 
This section will discuss scaling the Order Entry schema size and transaction rate way beyond the limits of 
the GUI wizard. 

Two ways in which the Swingbench Order Entry benchmark can be configured to generate very high 
transaction levels, and backend disk I/O, are to either increase the number of users (a runtime parameter) 
or to increase the size of the Order Entry schema (during schema creation). As previously shown, the 
number of users is a configurable parameter in the swingconfig.xml file via the <NumberOfUsers> tag. And 
the size of the Order Entry schema can be scaled up when using the GUI wizard such that the data and 
index tablespace sizes together total approximately 100 GB (this is done by increasing the number of 
customers). But the Order Entry benchmark tends to bottleneck on host CPU as opposed to backend 
storage I/O. This is the case even when using the maximum possible schema size generated by the GUI 
wizard or when scaling up the number of users for the benchmark run. 

There is a way to bypass this CPU bottleneck by using Datagenerator, previously mentioned in the section 
4.1 Overview, to create a large-scale Order Entry schema size which is larger than 100 GB. The size 
used in this paper will be ~750 GB. The steps for creating the large-scale schema are documented on the 
Swingbench Web site. However, the steps below will expand on the instructions given on the Web site. 

The ~750 GB schema size corresponds to a Swingbench scale of 250. This will create a data tablespace 
approximately 250 GB in size and an index tablespace approximately 500 GB in size. The total tablespace 
sizes that are generated can vary somewhat for a given scale from run to run, although (in my experience) 
the difference is always less than +10% or -10%. Using a scale of 300 will create an Order Entry schema 
which approaches 1 TB in size. However, once the schema approaches that size, the number of 
customers created is usually over 2,147,483,647 (231 – 1). This causes some of the Swingbench Java 
code to have an integer overflow and the program fails. There is a workaround to this which will be 
discussed in step (5) of the next section. However, a scale of 250 was actually found to be able to 
generate higher disk I/O than a scale of 300 and a scale of 250 does not create over 2 billion customers. 
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4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a Large Scale Order Entry Schema 
 
(1) Download the latest version of Datagenerator from http://dominicgiles.com. As of the writing of this 

paper, that version is Datagenerator 0.4.0.198.The file is datagenerator040198.zip. As the oracle 
login, unzip the file swingbench in /home/oracle. This will create the directory 
/home/oracle/datagenerator: 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ unzip datagenerator040198.zip 

 
(2) Change to the directory /home/oracle/datagenerator/bin/scripts/soe. Edit the file soe_install.sql and 

make the following changes: 
 

(a) Add the following line to the top of the file: 
 

spool soe_install.lst append 
 

(b) Since by default Oracle 11g logon passwords are case-sensitive, and since it’s simpler to 
use all lower-case letters for our purposes, change the following line: 

 
define password=SOE 
       --- to --- 
define password=soe 

 
(It is possible to make Oracle 11g logon passwords case-insensitive by setting the 
initialization parameter sec_case_sensitive_logon to false.) 

 
(c) Change the following lines: 

 
define datafile='/home/oracle/oradata/soe.dbf' 
define indexdatafile='/home/oracle/oradata/soeindex.dbf' 
define parallelism=16 
define connectstring='//etcpro01/PLLR' 
define scale=1 
       --- to --- 
define datafile='+DATA_DG' 
define indexdatafile='+DATA_DG' 
define parallelism=8 
define connectstring='racnode1:1521:SWBENCH1' 
define scale=250 

 
(3) For a scale of 250, the creation of the indexes and constraints requires a TEMP tablespace which is 

approximately 115,000 MB in size. If dbca was used to create this database, the default template for a 
general purpose database will create a non-bigfile TEMP tablespace with one tempfile that can 
autoextend up to 32,767 MB, or 32 GB. Thus the following SQL*Plus command should be run four 
times to add enough TEMP space for the schema creation: 

 
ALTER TABLESPACE "TEMP" 

     ADD TEMPFILE '+DATA_DG' 
     SIZE 1G REUSE 
     AUTOEXTEND ON 
     NEXT 1M 
     MAXSIZE 32767M; 
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(4) Now the schema can be created. Login to the host running the Oracle database (racnode1, an IBM 
System x3550, in our example). Set the OS logon userid environment to point to the correct 
ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME, and then run the following. The script will run for approximately 
15 hours on the IBM System x3550 system mentioned above: 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ cd /home/oracle/datagenerator/bin/scripts/soe 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ sqlplus / as sysdba@SWBENCH1 @soe_install.sql 
 

(5) We are almost ready to run charbench. However, one of the things that Swingbench does when it is 
started up is to calculate the minimum and maximum number of customers. For a large-scale Order 
Entry schema, this can take a long time, up to 15 minutes in our case. Therefore, it is better to 
determine those values before the benchmark is run and set two environment variables in the 
swingconfig.xml file. Then there is no long delay for the benchmark to start gathering statistics. 
 
Set the OS logon userid environment to point to the correct ORACLE_SID and ORACLE_HOME, and 
then run the following: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~]$ sqlplus soe/soe@SWBENCH1 
SQL> SELECT /*+ PARALLEL(CUSTOMERS, 8) */  

MIN(customer_id) SOE_MIN_CUSTOMER_ID,  
MAX(customer_id) SOE_MAX_CUSTOMER_ID  

FROM customers; 
 
Let’s assume that the above SQL returns 2,000,000,000 as the maximum customer number and 1 as the 
minimum customer number. Edit the file /home/oracle/swingbench/bin/swingconfig.xml and add the 
following two lines to the <EnvironmentVariables> section: 
 
         <Variable Key="SOE_MAX_CUSTOMER_ID">2000000000</Variable> 
         <Variable Key="SOE_MIN_CUSTOMER_ID">1</Variable> 
 
As was discussed in section 4.4 Swingbench Advanced Installation and Configuration, creating an 
Order Entry schema with a scale of 300 creates a total schema size of approximately 1 TB. However, that 
also causes the number of customers created to be over 2,147,483,647 (231 – 1) and the Swingbench 
Java code fails with an integer overflow. So one workaround, if a scale of 300 or more is desired, is to set 
the SOE_MAX_CUSTOMER_ID value in swingconfig.xml to a number just less than 2 billion. However, in 
the testing for this paper, a scale of 250 was still found to produce higher transaction rates than a scale of 
300 where the SOE_MAX_CUSTOMER_ID environment variable was set to (231 – 2). 
 
(6) One last thing that needs to be done is setting the number of Swingbench users to 450. Edit the file 

/home/oracle/swingbench/bin/swingconfig.xml and edit the line with the <NumberOfUsers> tag so that 
it looks as follows: 

 
         <NumberOfUsers>450</NumberOfUsers> 
 
(7) As discussed in step (7) of the section 4.3.2 Swingbench Order Entry Setup, login to the database 

host (racnode1 in our example) as oracle and start up cpumonitor: 
 

[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ ./cpumonitor 

 
(8) Now run the large-scale Order Entry benchmark: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 2>swing.err 
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As discussed in steps (2) and (8) of the section 4.3.2 Swingbench Order Entry Setup, you would run 
charbench with the following command line options if a client connection load balancing setup is being 
used: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ ./charbench -dt oci -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 2>swing.err 
 
(9) In another login window, you can now monitor the output file: 
 

[oracle@ racnode1 ~] $ tail -f /home/oracle/swingbench/bin/swing.out 
 

4.4.2 Metrics for the Swingbench Order Entry Schema Benchmark 
 
This section includes tables which show some metrics related to the creation and running of Swingbench 
for three schema sizes: a 10 GB schema, a 100 GB schema, and a 750 GB schema. The 10 GB and 100 
GB schemas were created using the oewizard command as described in step (5) of the section 4.3.2 
Swingbench Order Entry Setup. The 750 GB schema was created using the method described in the 
section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 
 
Table 4.1 shows the total allocated and total used space for the Order Entry tablespace datafiles. 
 

Size specified 
when schema 

created 

Space 
allocated to 
data datafile

Space used 
in data 
datafile 

Space 
allocated to 

index 
datafile 

Space used 
in index 
datafile 

~10 GB 3.33 GB 2.04 GB 6.67 GB 5.04 GB 
100 GB 33.20 GB 20.00 GB 66.41 GB 49.92 GB 

Scale of 250 303.51 GB 289.27 GB 526.84 GB 513.02 GB 
 Table 4.1 Space Usage for Order Entry Tablespaces 
 

Table 4.2 shows the number of customers and orders created in the CUSTOMERS and ORDERS tables, 
respectively. 

 
Size specified 
when schema 

created 

Number of 
Customers 

Created 

Number of 
Orders 
Created 

~10 GB 10,046,157 10,046,157 
100 GB 100,000,000 100,000,000 

Scale of 250 2,000,000,000 1,000,000,000 
 Table 4.2 Number of Customers and Orders Created 
 

Table 4.3 shows the amount of time it took to create the Order Entry schema on an IBM x3550 host 
running Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3. 

 
 Schema Size 

Time Required 
(hours:mins:secs) 

10 GB 
(oewizard) 

100 GB 
(oewizard) 

750 GB 
(Datagenerator) 

Tablespace Creation 00:00:30 00:05:38 00:47:33 
Data Generation 00:11:23 01:56:47 06:26:02 
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Index Builds 00:08:22 01:47:23 07:27:19 
Schema Analysis 00:03:46 00:21:44 00:10:12 
Total 00:24:01 04:11:32 14:51:06 
Table 4.3 Time Required for Order Entry Schema Creation 

 

Table 4.4 shows information related to transaction rates, as reported by Swingbench, and VDisk IOPS 
(I/Os per second), as reported by TotalStorage Productivity Center. The <NumberofUsers> value in the 
swingconfig.xml file was set to a number which was found to maximize the transaction rate without 
causing so much of a CPU load that the system would freeze up. The run for the 100 GB schema size had 
to use the load balancing across all RAC instances that was previously discussed to be able to maximize 
transactions. The 750 GB schema size did not benefit from load balancing across the RAC instances; in 
fact, the numbers were significantly higher when the Swingbench connections all went to one RAC 
instance. The reason for this could be cluster interconnect speed (1 Gb Ethernet was used), application 
design or database instance configurations, or some combination of these factors. It is something that has 
to be researched further. 

The 10 GB run lasted for 10 hours and the 100 GB and 750 GB runs were approximately 15 hours in 
duration. 

 
 10 GB 

150 Users 
100 GB 

250 Users 
750 GB 

450 Users 
Swingbench Results    
Transactions per min. (maximum) 12,206 14,388 135,420 
Transactions per min. (average) 9,127 10,095 121,242 
Transactions per sec. (maximum) 258 329 2,504 
Transactions per sec. (average) 151 168 2,015 
vmstat CPU (User) (average) 81 91 83 
TPC Results    
Average DATA_DG VDisk IOPS (Read + Write) ~355 ~687 ~2,821 
Random Read/Write ratios 63/37 66/34 93/7 

Table 4.4 Metrics for Order Entry Swingbench Runs 
 

As can be seen from these numbers, using a Large Scale Order Entry schema increases the number of 
transactions by an order of magnitude over the transaction rates possible with schema sizes that can be 
created by oewizard. It also quadruples the number of IOPS that are generated on the SVC VDisks that 
compose the DATA_DG ASM diskgroup when compared to the 100 GB schema. Thus, the Large Scale 
Order Entry schema will be used in all of the scenarios to generate load on the SVC. 

 

5  Lab Setup 
This section lists the hardware and software configurations that were used in the lab exercises. 

5.1.1 SAN Volume Controller 
Table 10.1 describes the SVC hardware used in the exercises. 

Storage name OSL_SVC_11 
Storage IP  9.11.113.35 
Node Model 2145-8G4 
Micro code level 4.3.1.2 (build 9.14.0811282000) 
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Logical configuration 4 node cluster (2 I/O groups) 

Table 10.1 – SAN Volume Controller 

5.1.2 System Storage DS8000 
Table 10.2 describes the DS8000 image used in the exercises. This DS8000 storage unit has two 
separate images, and behaves like two separate DS8000s. However, only one image was used for the 
testing. 

IBM System Storage DS8000 Model DS8300 Model 9B2 
Storage Unit IBM.2107-75NM850 
Storage Image Image2 
Storage id  IBM.2107-75NM852 
Code levels 
License Machine Code (LMC) 5.4.21.280 
Storage Manager 7.3.4.0.20090221.1 
DSCLI 5.3.1.101 
WWNN 5005076309FFC919 
DDMs  300 GB, 15K RPM 
Number of arraysites 8 
Number of DDMs 64 (8 per arraysite) 
Non-Volatile Storage 2.0 GB 
Cache Memory 54.0 GB 
Processor Memory 62.7 GB 

Table 10.2 - DS8000 Storage Unit 

5.1.3 Brocade switches 
Table 10.3 describes the four IBM Brocade switches used in the exercises. The switches are 
configured into two fabrics with two switches per fabric. 

IBM name IBM System Storage SAN32B-3 
IBM machine type 2005 
IBM machine model B5K 
Brocade name Brocade 5000 
Ports per switch thirty-two 4 Gbps ports 
Kernel 2.6.14 
Fabric OS v5.3.1 
BootProm 4.6.5 

Table 10.3 - Brocade switches 
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5.1.4 Host nodes 
Table 10.4 describes the Linux host nodes that will be used in the exercises. 

Server type IBM System x3550  
Processor 4 x Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processor 

5160 @ 3.00 GHz 
Memory 8 GB 
Host bus adapter 
(HBA) model 

QLE2462 

Operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 
release 5.3 (Tikanga) 

Kernel version 2.6.18-128.el5 
Multipath software device-mapper-multipath-0.4.7-23.el5 
HBA driver 8.02.00.06.05.03-k 

Table 10.4 – Linux host nodes 

Table 10.5 describes the AIX host nodes that will be used in the exercises. 

Server type IBM7040-681 

Processor PowerPC_POWER4 

Memory 4 GB 
Host bus adapter 
(HBA) model Emulex LP9802 HBA 

Operating system AIX 6.1.1.0 
Multipath software SDDPCM 2.2.0.4 

Table 10.5 -AIX host nodes 

5.1.5 Oracle Configuration 
 
Table 10.6 describes the Oracle configuration. 
 

Server Version 
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise 
Edition Release 11.1.0.7.0 - 64bit 
Production 

Real Application Clusters Setup 
Four-node cluster using the hosts 
described in Section 5.1.4 Host 
nodes 

ASM Configuration 

Three diskgroups – DATA_DG with 
four 300 GB ASM disks, LOGS_DG 
with four 20 GB ASM disks, and 
ARCH_DG with four 100 GB ASM 
disks 

Initialization parameters 

The default init.ora parameter values 
that dbca generated for the General 
Purpose database template were 
used. This resulted in memory_target 
and memory_max_target = 3.125 GB. 

Table 10.6 – Oracle configuration 
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5.1.6 Swingbench and Datagenerator versions 
Swingbench Version 2.3.422 was used in the testing. 
Datagenerator 0.4.0.198 was used in the testing. 
 

6  SVC Space Administration 
This section will describe some basic SVC space administration tasks. As mentioned previously, this 
paper does assume some basic knowledge of the SVC virtualization hierarchy. A description of this 
hierarchy, and the typical order of tasks in managing an SVC with a back-end DS8000 storage controller, 
can be viewed in the paper “IBM SAN Volume Controller Performance Configuration Guidelines for 
Implementing Oracle Databases with Automatic Storage Management (ASM)” (item 4 in the 
References). 

First, it is necessary to set up the ability to run SVC commands at the Linux/Unix command line. Of course 
it is possible to use the SVC administrator GUI interface for administrative tasks, but that does not allow 
for scripting and the most flexible automation of those tasks. 

6.1  SVC Command Line Interface (CLI) Setup on Linux/AIX 
Setting up the ability to use the SVC CLI on Linux requires the following: 

(1) Completion of the setup of the SVC cluster. 

(2) Generation of an SSH key pair on the Linux box and uploading the public key to the SVC. 

(3) Creation of a wrapper script on the Linux box that allows the authenticated user login to run CLI 
commands on the SVC. 

Step (1) is described in detail in section 5.6 of the IBM Redbook Implementing the IBM System 
Storage SAN Volume Controller V4.3 (item (1) in the References section). Step (2) is described in 
section 5.6.5 of that same Redbook under the subsection Configuring SSH for AIX clients. While that 
section describes configuring for AIX in particular, it is almost exactly the same for Linux clients. The 
only difference is that the section mentions that OpenSSH must be downloaded onto the AIX box. Since 
Linux has ssh installed as part of one of its standard rpm files, it is not necessary to download 
OpenSSH. Other than that, all of the steps are exactly the same as for AIX. 

Step (3) assumes that both steps (1) and (2) have been completed. Once those steps have been 
completed, the following wrapper shell script can be created to run SVC CLI commands (this assumes 
that the script runs from Linux; if it will be run from AIX change the #!/bin/bash on the first line to 
#!/bin/ksh): 

 
#!/bin/bash 
 
SVC_CLUS_IP=9.11.113.35 
LOGIN_ACCT=/root 
 
if [[ $1 == '' ]] 
then 
    echo 
    echo "      Usage: svcinfo <svcinfo argument>" 
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    echo 
    exit 1 
fi 
 
date 
ssh -l admin $SVC_CLUS_IP -i $LOGIN_ACCT/.ssh/id_rsa svcinfo $* 

This example assumes that the SVC cluster IP address is 9.11.113.35, that the root login had its public 
key uploaded to the SVC cluster, and that the svcinfo command will be invoked on the SVC cluster with 
whatever command line arguments are input to this script. So the simplest thing would be to name this 
script svcinfo and put it in /usr/local/bin (which of course should be part of your PATH). A similar script 
named svctask should be created which has the text “svctask” substituted for all occurrences of the text 
“svcinfo”. These versions of svcinfo and svctask will be used in all SVC commands shown in this paper. 

6.2 SVC Space Management Tasks 
This section will show some fundamental SVC space management tasks in order of virtualization 
hierarchy. As mentioned previously, these commands are covered in more detail in the white paper “IBM 
SAN Volume Controller Performance Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle Databases 
with Automatic Storage Management (ASM)” (item 4 in the References): 

 
Detect as SVC MDisks newly created DS8000 LUNs which have been added to a DS8000 Volume 
Group with hostconnects to the SVC 
 

svctask detectmdisk 
 

Create an MDisk Group with an extent size of 1 GB  and which is composed of four unmanaged 
MDisks 

svctask mkmdiskgrp -name DS8K_NM852  -mdisk 
DS8K_1_A4:DS8K_1_A5:DS8K_1_A6:DS8K_1_A7 -ext 1024 

Create an MDisk Group composed of four unmanaged MDisks, with an extent size of 1 GB, and 
with space warning set at 90% 

svctask mkmdiskgrp -name DS8K_NM852  -mdisk 
DS8K_1_A4:DS8K_1_A5:DS8K_1_A6:DS8K_1_A7 -ext 1024 -warning 90% 

Create an MDisk Group composed of four unmanaged MDisks, with an extent size of 1 GB, and 
with space warning set at 1024 MB (100 GB) 

svctask mkmdiskgrp -name DS8K_NM852  -mdisk 
DS8K_1_A4:DS8K_1_A5:DS8K_1_A6:DS8K_1_A7 -ext 1024 -warning 1024 

Create two 300 GB striped VDisks from the MDisk Group and spread them across two iogrps 
 

svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 0 -vtype striped -size 300 -unit gb -name 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1 

svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 1 -vtype striped -size 300 -unit gb -name 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2 

 
Resize a VDisk by adding 100 GB and using extents from four MDisks 
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svctask expandvdisksize -mdisk DS8K_1_A4:DS8K_1_A5:DS8K_1_A6:DS8K_1_A7 -size 100 -unit 
gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_1 

6.3 SVC Space Monitoring 
This section will show some basic space monitoring CLI commands for the SVC. Some of the commands 
will show the fields of interest being parsed out. This would be useful in a setup where alerts are 
automatically emailed to storage administrators when space shortage becomes critical. 

Determine the amount of free space left in an MDisk Group when the warning parameter was not 
used at MDisk Group creation 

svcinfo lsmdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 | grep "free_capacity" | awk '{print $2}' | sed s/GB// 

Determine the percentage of free space left in an MDisk Group when the warning parameter was 
set at MDisk Group creation 

svcinfo lsmdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 | grep "warning" | awk '{print $2}' 

Determine the amount of free space in GB for each MDisk in MDisk Group DS8K_NM852; this is a 
Bash shell script 
 

#!/bin/bash 
 
mdiskgrp_extent_size=$(svcinfo lsmdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 | grep extent_size | awk '{print $2}') 
 
for i in $(svcinfo lsmdisk -filtervalue mdisk_grp_name=DS8K_NM852 | awk 'NR>2 {print $2}') 
do 
   mdisk_free_extents=$(svcinfo lsfreeextents $i | grep number_of_extents | awk '{print $2}') 
   (( mdisk_free_space= ($mdisk_free_extents * $mdiskgrp_extent_size) / 1024 )) 
   echo "free space for MDisk $i = $mdisk_free_space GB" 
done 
 

List all VDisks belonging to MDisk Group DS8K_NM852 
 

svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue mdisk_grp_name=DS8K_NM852 
 

A report for showing all VDisks and their number of extents in each MDisk in MDisk Group 
DS8K_NM852; this is a Bash shell script which we will name list_vdisk_extents.bash 
 

#!/bin/bash 
 
echo 
echo "Report showing VDisks and their number of" 
echo "extents for each MDisk in MDisk Group DS8K_NM852" 
for i in $(svcinfo lsmdisk -filtervalue mdisk_grp_name=DS8K_NM852 | awk 'NR>2 {print $2}') 
do 
    echo 
    echo "MDisk $i:" 
    svcinfo lsmdiskextent $i | awk 'NR>2 {print $0}' | while read LINE 
    do 
        echo $LINE | while read LINE2 
        do 
          vdisk_number=$(echo $LINE2 | awk '{print $1}') 
          vdisk_name=$(svcinfo lsvdisk $vdisk_number | grep "^name " | awk '{print $2}') 
          vdisk_number_exts=$(echo $LINE2 | awk '{print $2}') 
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          echo "$vdisk_name     $vdisk_number_exts" 
        done 
   done 
done 
 

7 ASM Space Administration 
This section will describe some basic ASM space administration tasks. As mentioned previously, this 
paper does assume some basic knowledge of ASM concepts and administration. The SQL*Plus 
statements below assume that the user’s login environment has the ORACLE_HOME set to the ASM 
binaries installation and that the ORACLE_SID has been set to +ASM1.  In Oracle Database 11g, logging 
into SQL*Plus would be done as follows: 

[oracle@racnode1 ~] $ sqlplus / as sysasm 

7.1 ASM Space Management Tasks 
 
Add ASM disk RHEL_DATA_DG_5 to ASM diskgroup DATA_DG, with a maximum rebalance power 
of 11, and not using the WAIT option (this results in asynchronous execution); this assumes that 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5 has never been part of a diskgroup and thus the name used in the command is 
from the PATH column of the V$ASM_DISK view 

SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG add disk ‘ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5’ rebalance power 11; 

Remove ASM disk RHEL_DATA_DG_5 from ASM diskgroup DATA_DG, with rebalance power of 11, 
and using the WAIT option which waits for the operation to complete before returning control to 
the user; useful in a script that is nohup’ed or run from crontab 

SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG drop disk ‘RHEL_DATA_DG_5’ noforce rebalance power 11 wait; 

Resize all of the ASM disks in ASM diskgroup DATA_DG to be 375 GB in size 

SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG resize all size 375G; 

Change the rebalance power init.ora parameter for the ASM instance to be 6 for all future rebalance 
operations; this needs to be run on all ASM instances in a RAC architecture 

SQL> alter system set asm_power_limit=6; 

Since ASM instances cannot use an spfile located on an ASM diskgroup (there is no way for ASM 
to read it at instance startup since the diskgroups are not yet available), to make the change 
permanent between ASM instance startups, add the following line to the ASM init.ora files on all 
RAC nodes: 

asm_power_limit=6 

7.2 ASM Space Monitoring 
 
Determine total space and free space in all diskgroups 

SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup; 

Determine total space and free space in all ASM disks – this is a SQL*Plus script 
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set pagesize 24 
col disk_name format a15 
col group_name format a15 
col header_status format a15 
col path format a22 
break on group_name skip 1 
set linesize 132 
select b.name group_name, a.name, a.header_status, a.total_mb, a.free_mb, a.path 
  from v$asm_disk a, v$asm_diskgroup b 
  where a.group_number = b.group_number; 
 
Monitor the progress of a rebalance operation 

SQL> select group_number, operation, power, sofar from v$asm_operation; 

 

8 ASM and SVC Space Administration Scenarios 
This section will cover the following seven ASM and SVC space administration scenarios in a checklist 
format: 

(1) Increase the size of an ASM diskgroup by adding an ASM disk to an existent ASM diskgroup. This 
involves creating a new SVC VDisk, configuring it such that the front-end host(s) can recognize it, 
getting it recognized on the host as an ASM disk and, finally, adding it to the ASM diskgroup. 

(2) Increase the size of an ASM diskgroup by increasing the sizes of all of the ASM disks that are 
members of that diskgroup. This involves increasing the back-end SVC VDisks on which the ASM 
disks reside, getting that new size recognized by the front-end host(s) and, finally, increasing the 
ASM disks which are members of the ASM diskgroup. Online (and non-disruptive) resizing of SAN 
LUNs is now fully supported, and quite easy, on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 which installs with 
version device-mapper-multipath-0.4.7-23.el5 of the Device-Mapper Multipath rpm.  

(3) Decrease the size of an ASM diskgroup by removing a member ASM disk. This involves verifying 
ahead of time that the ASM diskgroup has enough available free space such that a member ASM 
disk can be removed successfully. In addition, once the ASM disk is removed from the ASM 
diskgroup, the ASM disk cannot be removed at the OS level without a brief ASM outage on each of 
the RAC nodes. The ASM instances still have open file descriptors to the freed up ASM disk and the 
only way to remove the ASM disk at the Device-Mapper Multipath level is when there are no open 
file descriptors for that ASM disk. So the removal of the ASM disk at the Device-Mapper Multipath 
level can be done in a rolling fashion by bouncing one ASM instance at a time and flushing the DM 
Multipath map for that disk. In addition, as will be shown, the underlying SCSI block devices should 
also be removed to truly clean up completely. 

(4) Decrease the size of an ASM diskgroup by decreasing the size of the member ASM disks. This 
cannot involve the shrinking of the back-end VDisks on which the ASM disks reside. While SVC 
does support the shrinking of VDisks, it is an operation meant strictly for VDisks that do not have 
data that is currently being used. Shrinking a VDisk with data will almost certainly result in corruption 
of that data. Thus the shrinking of ASM disks would be meant solely for preparing those ASM disks 
to be migrated to other ASM disks which reside on SVC VDisks that are the desired (reduced) size. 
Therefore, the order of operations would be to verify ahead of time that the ASM diskgroup has 
enough available free space such that the member ASM disks can be shrunk the desired amount, 
creating new VDisks that are the desired size and which are recognized on the front-end host(s), 
creating ASM disks on those new VDisks, migrating the previously shrunk ASM disks to these new 
ASM disks and, finally, dropping the unused ASM disks and VDisks. 
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(5) For this scenario, the DS8K_NM852 MDisk Group, which contains all of the database-related 
VDisks, will start out with four 1,054 GB MDisks. Another 1,054 GB MDisk will be added to this 
MDisk Group and then the Perl balance.pl rebalance script, located in the SVCTools.zip file at the 
IBM alphaWorks site http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/svctools, will be run to rebalance the 
VDisk extents evenly across all of the five MDisks. 

(6) This scenario will show how to migrate all of the VDisks corresponding to the database OCR, Vote 
and ASM disks to another MDisk Group. This will be done via the “svctask migratevdisk …” 
command. This could be used to non-disruptively migrate the database to a different back-end 
storage controller. 

(7) This scenario will show how to migrate all of the VDisks corresponding to the database OCR, Vote 
and ASM disks to another MDisk Group. This will be done by creating VDisk mirrors and then 
removing the original copies of the VDisks when the mirrors are synchronized. This is another way 
to non-disruptively migrate the database to a different back-end storage controller. 

All of these scenarios will be run while the large scale Order Entry Swingbench benchmark is running. The 
performance effect of using different ASM rebalance powers or SVC syncrates or thread numbers 
(depending on the SVC CLI command) will be documented. It should be remembered that all of the ASM 
disk addition/removal commands can be run with a rebalance power of 0 and the rebalance operation can 
be started manually during a time period where some application performance impact is acceptable. In 
addition, it is always possible to either decrease or increase the ASM rebalance power of a currently 
running rebalance operation. Changing the rebalance power to 0 will stop a currently running rebalance 
operation. 
 

8.1 Prerequisites 
 
This section lists all the storage configuration prerequisites for performing the tasks described in the 
following scenarios. The overarching prerequisite is that a four-node Oracle 11.1.0.7 Real Applications 
Cluster database be running with ASM using an IBM SVC, with a DS8000 storage controller, as the 
storage. The list below will show all of the tasks that should have been completed in order for the Oracle 
RAC database to be created on top of the SVC. The list will not detail the reasons for each of the tasks; 
that level of detail was covered in the white paper “IBM SAN Volume Controller Performance 
Configuration Guidelines for Implementing Oracle Databases with Automatic Storage Management 
(ASM)” (item 4 in the References). But, except for the steps which mention fibre channel zoning, the list 
will show examples of the required commands shown in the order in which they would need to be run. The 
fibre channel zoning steps, and SAN topology recommendations, were detailed in the above-mentioned 
white paper and are too involved to include here. 
 
On the DS8000 
 

(1) Create fibre channel zones that include WWPNs from both the DS8000 HA ports being used and the 
SVC node HBA ports. Use the SAN topology recommendations detailed in the above-mentioned 
white paper. 

 
(2) View the Host Adapter (HA) I/O port information: 
 

dscli> lsioport 
 

(3) Change the port topology for Host Adapter port I0231 to SCSI-FCP: 
 

dscli> setioport IBM.2107-75NM852 -topology scsi-fcp I0231 
 

(4) View the “blank slate” arraysites as they appear when the DS8000 is first deployed: 
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dscli> lsarraysite 

 
(5) Create RAID-10 arrays on the arraysites: 
 

dscli> mkarray -raidtype 10 -arsite S1 
 

(6) Create extent pools: 
 

dscli> mkextpool -rankgrp 0 -stgtype fb "Extent Pool 0" 
 

(7) Create ranks on the arrays and simultaneously assign them to extent pools: 
 

dscli> mkrank -array A0 -stgtype fb -extpool P0 
 
(8) Create a volume group which will contain all of the LUNs that are going to be made visible to the 

DS8000 as MDisks. 
 

dscli> mkvolgrp -type scsimask OSL_SVC_11 
 
(9) On the SVC – This is the one step in this section which needs to be performed on the SVC, not the 

DS8000. View the WWPNs on the SVC node HBA ports which were used in the zoning described in 
step (1). This step is using the SVC svcinfo command and assumes one of the SVC nodes has an id 
of 4: 

 
svcinfo lsnode 4 | grep port_id 
 

(10) Create hostconnects for the volume group created in step (8) which contain the WWPNs from the 
SVC node HBA ports listed from the command run in step (9): 

 
dscli> mkhostconnect -dev IBM.2107-75NM852 -wwname 50050768014028CF -profile "San 

Volume Controller" -volgrp V0 SVC11_N1_P1_F2 
 
(11) Create a single LUN on each extent pool which takes up all of the space on the extent pool and 

simultaneously assign the LUNs to the volume group created in step (8). The following shows this 
being done on extent pool P4: 

 
dscli> mkfbvol -extpool P4 -cap 1054 -volgrp V0 -name ORA_SVC11_0460 0460 

 
(12) The LUNs are now ready to be made visible on the SVC as unmanaged MDisks. 

 
On the SVC 
 

(1) Create fibre channel zones that include the WWPNs from both the SVC node HBA ports and the 
front-end host HBA ports. Use the SAN topology recommendations detailed in the above-mentioned 
white paper. 

 
(2) Detect the LUNs from the back-end DS8000 as unmanaged MDisks: 
 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask detectmdisk 
 

(3) Create an MDisk Group with extent size of 1 GB: 
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svctask mkmdiskgrp -name DS8K_NM852 -ext 1024 
 

(4) Add four currently unmanaged MDisks to this MDisk Group: 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask addmdisk -mdisk 
DS8K_1_A4:DS8K_1_A5:DS8K_1_A6:DS8K_1_A7 DS8K_NM852 

 
(5) Create SVC hosts which contain the WWPNs from both ports of a front-end host HBA: 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkhost -name RACNODE1 –hbawwpn 
2101001B32374EFA:2100001B32174EFA 

 
(6) Create a 300 GB striped VDisk on MDisk Group DS8K_NM852: 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 0 -vtype striped –size 
300 -unit gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_1 

 
(7) View the VDisk information. In particular, make note of the vdisk_UID which will be used during 

front-end Linux host Device-Mapper Multipath configuration: 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svcinfo lsvdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_1 | grep vdisk_UID 
 
(8) Create a VDisk hostmap so that the VDisk can be visible on the front-end host racnode1: 
 

[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host RACNODE1 RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
  ---- or ---- 
[root@arcx345xzn20 ~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host RACNODE1 AIX_DATA_DG_1 

 
On the Linux host 
 

(1) Configure Device-Mapper Multipath on the RAC nodes. The process for accomplishing this is 
detailed in items (10) and (11) of the References. 

 
(2) Assume that the vdisk_UID returned from step (8) of the previous On the SVC configuration section 

was 60050768019201467800000000000143. On each RAC node, edit the /etc/multipath.conf file 
and add the following stanza to the multipaths section: 

 
multipath { 
 wwid 360050768019201467800000000000143 
 alias RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
} 
 

(3) Determine the HBA Host ids for the system. This will return something like “host1” and “host2”. This 
must be done on each RAC node: 

 
[root@racnode1 ~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 

 
(4) On each RAC node, scan the SCSI bus to detect the new VDisk. The following shows this being 

done on racnode1. It must be done for each host id returned in step (3) above. There must be a 
space between each of the minus signs contained within the double quotes: 

 
[root@racnode1 ~]# echo “- - -“ > /sys/class/scsi_host/host1/scan 
[root@racnode1 ~]# echo “- - -“ > /sys/class/scsi_host/host2/scan 
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(5) Verify that the VDisk is now fully configured in Device-Mapper Multipath: 
 

[root@racnode1 ~]# multipath –ll 
 

On the AIX host 
 

(1) Install and configure the IBM System Storage Multipath Subsystem Device Driver Path Control 
Module (SDDPCM). This is detailed in items (8) and (9) of the References. 

 
(2) On each RAC node, run the AIX Device Configuration Manager to detect and configure the new 

hdisk device: 

[root@racnode1~]# cfgmgr -v 

(3) On each RAC node, run the following command to verify that the new hdisk logical device is 
recognized and configured 

[root@racnode1~]# lsdev -Cc disk -t 2145 

(4) Assume that the vdisk_UID returned from step (8) of the previous On the SVC configuration section 
was 60050768019201467800000000000143. On each RAC node, run the following command to 
verify that SDDPCM recognizes the new disk. This will return the AIX hdisk logical device also: 

[root@racnode1~]# pcmpath query device | grep –p 60050768019201467800000000000143 

(5) Assume that step (4) above returned hdisk4 as the logical device corresponding to the new VDisk. 
On each RAC node, run the following to set the reserve_policy of the device to no_reserve and also 
to create a character device special file which corresponds to hdisk4. The name of this character 
device special file should match the search pattern for the ASM asm_diskstring init.ora parameter: 

 
[root@racnode1~]# chdev -l hdisk4 -a reserve_policy=no_reserve 
[root@racnode1~]# maj_num=$(ls -l /dev/rhdisk4 | cut -c38-40) 
[root@racnode1~]# min_num=$(ls -l /dev/rhdisk4 | cut -c42-44) 
[root@racnode1~]# mknod /dev/aix_data_dg_1 c $maj_num $min_num 
[root@racnode1~]# chown oracle:dba /dev/aix_data_dg_1 
[root@racnode1~]# chmod 660 /dev/aix_data_dg_1 
[root@racnode1~]# ls -l /dev/rhdisk4 /dev/aix_data_dg_1 

 
(6) The new LUN should now be usable by ASM. 

8.2 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM disk to an ASM diskgroup - Linux 
 

(1) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(2) On the SVC, create a new 300 GB VDisk named RHEL_DATA_DG_5 on MDisk Group 

DS8K_NM852. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 0 -vtype striped 
-size 300 -unit gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_5 

 

 
(3) List the information for VDisk RHEL_DATA_DG_5. In particular, take note of the vdisk_UID serial 

number. This will be used in the next step when editing the /etc/multipath.conf file on the RAC 
nodes. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(4) Assume that 60050768019201467800000000000147 is the VDisk serial number returned in step 

(3). As the root user on each of the RAC nodes, edit the /etc/multipath.conf file and add the following 
stanza to the multipaths section. This will create a Device-Mapper Multipath alias for the VDisk that 
will have the same name as the VDisk on the SVC. Notice that the number “3” has to be prepended 
to the vdisk_UID serial number. 

 
 
     multipath { 
       wwid         360050768019201467800000000000147 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
    } 
 

 
(5) On the SVC, make VDisk hostmaps for the new VDisk using already existent SVC host definitions. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode1 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode2 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode3 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode4 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(6) Determine the HBA Host ids for the RAC nodes. This will return something like “host1” and “host2”. 

This must be done on each RAC node. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
[root@racnode2~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
[root@racnode3~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
[root@racnode4~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
 

 
(7) Scan the SCSI bus for each host HBA Host id returned in step (6). There must be a space between 

each of the minus signs within the double quotes. Do this for each RAC node. Only RAC node 1 is 
shown below. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host1/scan 
 
[root@racnode1~]# echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host2/scan 
 

 
(8) Device-Mapper Multipath should automatically create the new alias. Verify that the alias has been 

created by running the following command on each RAC node. Only RAC node 1 is shown below. 
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[root@racnode1~]# multipath –ll | grep RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(9) Now that the VDisk is visible on the RAC nodes, run the following only on RAC node 1. The first 

command below uses ASMLIB to create an ASM disk with the same name as the SVC VDisk. The 
second command then displays all of the currently configured ASM disks. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_5 

/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks 
 

 
(10) Scan for the new ASM disk on RAC nodes racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. Then list all of the 

ASM disks to verify that RHEL_DATA_DG_5 is configured as an ASM disk at the OS level. The 
following only shows the commands being run on RAC node 2, but this should be done for RAC 
nodes 3 and 4 also. 

 
[root@racnode2~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm scandisks 
[root@racnode2~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks 
 

 
(11) Create a file named asm_data_disks.sql which contains the following SQL*Plus script. 

 
set pagesize 24 
col name format a15 
col header_status format a15 
col path format a22 
select name, header_status, total_mb, free_mb, path 
  from v$asm_disk 
  where path like '%RHEL_DATA%' 
/ 
 

 
(12) As the oracle userid, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the ASM Oracle 

binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql SQL*Plus script as 
SYSASM and view the status of the ASM disks. Note that the RHEL_DATA_DG_5 ASM disk does 
not yet have a NAME and that it is in the PROVISIONED state. Chapter 4 of Oracle Database 
Storage Administrator’s Guide 11g Release 1 (11.1) (item (13) in the References), in the 
section named “Oracle ASM Disk Discovery”, states that PROVISIONED implies the administrator 
ran an OS-level tool to prepare the disk. In our case, that tool was ASMLIB. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                PROVISIONED              0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200      69397 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              307200      69434 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200      69396 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200      69393 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
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(13) Now add the ASM disk RHEL_DATA_DG_5 to ASM diskgroup DATA_DG. Use the NOWAIT 
option (which is the default) so that control returns to the user without waiting for the rebalance to 
complete. Whether or not the WAIT option is used, the space from the additional ASM disk 
becomes immediately available for use when the ALTER DISKGROUP <diskgroup> ADD DISK … 
command is invoked 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG add disk 'ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5' rebalance power 11 

nowait; 
 

 
(14) Monitor the output in the swing.out file and determine if a rebalance power of 11 is having a 

negative effect on the transaction rate for Swingbench. The following shows the transaction rate 
before the addition of the new ASM disk to the diskgroup DATA_DG and also shortly after the 
addition at 1:03:38. The output is truncated for brevity. As can be seen, within about 11 minutes 
there is a significant negative effect upon the number of transactions per minute (TPM) which are 
reduced by approximately 23%. 
 
[oracle@racnode1~]# tail –f swing.out 
 
Time            Users   TPM     TPS     User    System  Wait    Idle    Bi      Bo 
1:03:34 PM      450     134830  2297    79      16      5       0       21406   5449 
1:03:36 PM      450     134813  2260    77      14      8       1       22092   6225 
1:03:38 PM      450     134860  2332    77      14      8       1       22092   6225 
1:03:40 PM      450     134866  2256    78      15      7       1       22272   5559 
1:03:42 PM      450     134864  2273    78      15      7       1       22272   5559 
1:03:44 PM      450     134855  2215    78      14      8       0       21934   5414 
1:03:46 PM      450     134785  2167    78      14      8       0       21934   5414 
……………. 
1:14:42 PM      450     110153  1406    50      11      39      0       18887   9299 
1:14:44 PM      450     109542  1979    50      11      39      0       18887   9299 
1:14:46 PM      450     109162  2050    73      15      12      0       103806  89359 
1:14:48 PM      450     108365  1760    73      15      12      0       103806  89359 
1:14:50 PM      450     106796  1261    56      11      32      0       55307   44341 
1:14:52 PM      450     105451  1551    56      11      32      0       55307   44341 
1:14:54 PM      450     103529  1435    52      11      37      0       43883   32973 
 

 
(15) The following output shows the I/O metrics for the SVC MDisk Group DS8K_NM852 as reported 

by TPC during the entire rebalance operation. It shows the IOPS (I/O Rate) and the MBPS (Data 
Rate), i.e., both the random and sequential I/O numbers. It also shows the latency (Response 
Time). As can be seen, before the rebalance operation with power of 11 which resulted from the 
addition of the ASM disk to the ASM diskgroup, the MDisk Group is generating approximately 
3,600 IOPS and approximately 30 MBPS. After the rebalance starts, the IOPS stay fairly constant 
but the sequential I/O increased almost 600% to over 171 MBPS. 
 
Thus it can be seen that the ASM rebalance operation substantially increases sequential I/Os and 
causes an increased load on the storage. It is also possible that the fact that IOPS do not 
decrease does not mean that the same number of IOPS are available to service Swingbench; 
some IOPS are probably now going toward the servicing of the rebalance operation. 

 
Things return to normal after the rebalance operation completes. 
 
 

Time    I/O Rate    Data Rate    Response Time 
----    --------    ---------    ------------- 
13:01    3602.03      40.35           3 
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13:06    3542.01      30.08           2.8 
13:11    3645.21     165.53          12.8 
13:16    3537.07     153.11          14.2 
13:21    3556.43     163.35          15.9 
13:26    3639.47     160.69          14.7 
13:31    3621.23     152.4           14 
13:36    3547.7      171.22          16.3 
13:41    3503.42     158.26          17.4 
13:46    3541.63     156.27          16.9 
13:51    3524.16     155.48          17.2 
13:56    3592.79     171.55          14.4 
14:01    3783.81     151.64          10.2 
14:06    3779.52     142.73           8.8 
14:11    3777.17     147.09           9.5 
14:16    3778.36     155.72          10.4 
14:21    3800.29     138.32           9.9 
14:26    3840.1      138.05           8.7 
14:31    3832.04     138.7            8.7 
14:36    3771.41     147.79           9.6 
14:41    3568.87      49.54           5.2 
14:46    3543         28.64           3.9 

 
 

(16) If the decrease in application transaction rate which results from the usage of the maximum 
rebalance power of 11 is deemed excessive, then try reducing the rebalance power to 6. Running 
the following command when a rebalance is not occurring will start a manual rebalance operation. 
But if a rebalance is already running for the diskgroup, it will just change the current rebalance 
power to the one that is specified in the command. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG rebalance power 6; 
 

 
(17) Continue monitoring application performance and decreasing the rebalance power until an 

acceptable application performance is achieved. Run the following SQL statement on the ASM 
instance to monitor the progress of the rebalance operation. The output from the SQL has been 
formatted to fit this page. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select * from v$asm_operation; 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL RUN      11     11      14162     188478       4211          41 
 

 At some point, the column EST_MINUTES will show 0. This does not mean that the rebalance 
operation is finished. At that point the STATE column will have a value of REAP, which means 
that the rebalance operation is winding down. The rebalance operation will not be truly complete 
until the above query returns no rows. The completion of the rebalance operation can also be 
checked by viewing the alert.log for the ASM instance on which the ALTER DISKGROUP 
<diskgroup> ADD DISK … command was run. It will explicitly state that the rebalance operation is 
complete. 

 
(18) Run the asm_data_disks.sql script created in step (11) immediately after the rebalance operation 

has started and then again after it has completed. The following shows the distribution of data 
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across the ASM disks at these two points in time. As can be seen, the data ends up (almost) 
evenly distributed across all of the disks in the ASM diskgroup. 

 
 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
Rebalance has just started: 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200      69397 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              307200      69434 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200      69396 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200      69395 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200     307195 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 
After the rebalance is complete: 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200     116580 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              307200     116578 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200     116579 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200     116579 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200     118482 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(19) The following table shows the amount of time it took to achieve a complete rebalance for the 

addition of a fifth 300 GB ASM disk to an ASM diskgroup that already had four 300 GB ASM 
disks. Rebalance powers of 1, 6, and 11 are shown and the rebalance power stayed constant 
from beginning to end. The Large Scale Order Entry Swingbench benchmark was running 
throughout the exercise. 

 
Rebalance Power 1 6 11 
Time to complete 4 hours 46 minutes 1 hour 39 minutes 1 hour 33 minutes 

Change in 
Swingbench TPMs  

From 134,519 
dropped as low as 
111,249 (-17%) but 
averaged 125,913 

(-6%) 

From 134,612 
dropped as low as 
103,825 (-23%) but 
averaged 122,128 

(-10%) 

From 134,860 
dropped as low as 
103,107 (-24%) but 
averaged 121,964 

(-10%) 
Change in TPC 
IOPS for MDisk 
Group 

No change from 
~3,600 

No change from 
~3,600 

No change from 
~3,600 

Change in TPC 
MBPS for MDisk 
Group 

34.45 to maximum 
of 84.18 

40.2 to maximum 
of 154.29 

30.08 to maximum 
of 171.55 

Change in TPC 
response time (ms) 

3.0 to maximum of 
5.7 

3.8 to maximum of 
20.7 

3.0 to maximum of 
17.4 

 
As can be seen, the rebalance operation with powers of 6 or 11 take about the same amount of time 
to finish and their effect on Swingbench performance is similar. The rebalance power of 1 takes 
significantly longer to finish than the other two and there is a lesser effect on performance, although 
that effect lasts about three hours longer. In all cases, it might make sense to add the ASM disk with 
a rebalance power of 0 and then manually start a rebalance during a time period where 
performance impacts are not as important to the application. 
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8.3 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM disk to an ASM diskgroup - AIX 
 

(1) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(2) On the SVC, create a new 300 GB VDisk named AIX_DATA_DG_5 on MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 0 -vtype striped 

-size 300 -unit gb -name AIX_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(3) List the information for VDisk AIX_DATA_DG_5. In particular, take note of the vdisk_UID serial 

number. This will be used further down when viewing the SDDPCM information and using the 
mknod command. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk AIX_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(4) On the SVC, make VDisk hostmaps for the new VDisk using already existent SVC host definitions. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode1 AIX_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode2 AIX_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode3 AIX_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode4 AIX_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(5) Run the AIX Device Configuration Manager to detect and configure the new hdisk device. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# cfgmgr -v 
 

 
(6) Run the following command on each of the RAC nodes to verify that the new hdisk logical device is 

indeed recognized and configured. Only racnode1 is shown below. In our case, hdisk18 is the new 
LUN. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# lsdev -Cc disk -t 2145 
 
hdisk1  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk2  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk3  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk4  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk5  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk6  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk7  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk8  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk9  Available 31-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
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hdisk10 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk11 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk12 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk13 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk14 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk15 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk16 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk17 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
hdisk18 Available 2k-08-02 MPIO FC 2145 
 

 
(7) SDDPCM should also now recognize the new MPIO hdisk. Run the following command on each of 

the RAC nodes to verify that this is the case. Only RAC node 1 is shown below. The serial number 
60050768019201467800000000000266 used in the grep command is the one that was determined 
in step (3) for the new VDisk. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# pcmpath query device | grep -p 60050768019201467800000000000266 
 
DEV#:  18  DEVICE NAME: hdisk18  TYPE: 2145  ALGORITHM:  Load Balance 
SERIAL: 60050768019201467800000000000266 
=========================================================================== 
Path#      Adapter/Path Name          State     Mode     Select     Errors 
    0           fscsi1/path0          CLOSE   NORMAL          0          0 
    1           fscsi1/path1          CLOSE   NORMAL          0          0 
    2           fscsi0/path2          CLOSE   NORMAL          0          0 
    3           fscsi0/path3          CLOSE   NORMAL          0          0 
 

 
(8) It is now necessary to use the mknod command to create a character device special file that 

corresponds to /dev/rhdisk18. The name of this character device special file should match the 
search pattern for the ASM asm_diskstring init.ora parameter. In our case, that will be any character 
device which starts with the string “aix_*”. Run the following commands on each RAC node to 
accomplish this. Only RAC node1 is shown below. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# chdev -l hdisk18 -a reserve_policy=no_reserve 
[root@racnode1~]# maj_num=$(ls -l /dev/rhdisk18 | cut -c38-40) 
[root@racnode1~]# min_num=$(ls -l /dev/rhdisk18 | cut -c42-44) 
[root@racnode1~]# echo "major number = $maj_num   minor number = $min_num" 
[root@racnode1~]# mknod /dev/aix_data_dg_5 c $maj_num $min_num 
[root@racnode1~]# chown oracle:dba /dev/aix_data_dg_5 
[root@racnode1~]# chmod 660 /dev/aix_data_dg_5 
[root@racnode1~]# ls -l /dev/rhdisk18 /dev/aix_data_dg_5 
 

 
(9) Create a file named asm_data_disks.sql which contains the following SQL*Plus script. 

 
set pagesize 24 
col name format a15 
col header_status format a15 
col path format a22 
select name, header_status, total_mb, free_mb, path 
  from v$asm_disk 
  where path like '%aix_data%' 
/ 
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(10) As the oracle userid, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the ASM Oracle 
binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql SQL*Plus script as 
SYSASM and view the status of the ASM disks. Note that the AIX_DATA_DG_5 ASM disk does 
not yet have a NAME and that it is in the CANDIDATE state. Running a query against the 
v$asm_disk view causes ASM to scan for ASM disks that match the asm_diskstring initialization 
parameter string pattern. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                CANDIDATE                0          0 /dev/aix_data_dg_5 
DATA_DG_0000    MEMBER              307200     302321 /dev/aix_data_dg_1 
DATA_DG_0001    MEMBER              307200     302316 /dev/aix_data_dg_2 
DATA_DG_0002    MEMBER              307200     302304 /dev/aix_data_dg_3 
DATA_DG_0003    MEMBER              307200     302313 /dev/aix_data_dg_4 
 

 
(11) Now add the ASM disk with path /dev/aix_data_dg_5 to ASM diskgroup DATA_DG. Use the 

NOWAIT option (which is the default) so that control returns to the user without waiting for the 
rebalance to complete. Whether or not the WAIT option is used, the space from the additional 
ASM disk becomes immediately available for use when the ALTER DISKGROUP <diskgroup> 
ADD DISK … command is invoked 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG add disk '/dev/aix_data_dg_5' rebalance power 11 

nowait; 
 

 
(12) The remaining steps are identical to steps (14) through (18) in 8.2 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM 

disk to an ASM diskgroup – Linux. Refer to those steps at this point. The one difference will be 
the names of the ASM disks returned by the asm_data_disks.sql script. They will be of the form 
aix_data_dg* instead of RHEL_DATA_DG_*. The performance data discussed in those steps was 
attained with the Linux configuration. 

8.4 Scenario 2 – Expand the sizes of the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup - Linux 
 

(1) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(2) As the oracle userid, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the ASM Oracle 

binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql SQL*Plus script 
created in step (11) of the section 8.2 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM Disk to an ASM Diskgroup - 
Linux. Take note of the current ASM disk sizes and free space available. 
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[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200      69391 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              307200      69426 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200      69392 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200      69388 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(3) Now run the following query and take note of the total space and free space available in the 

DATA_DG diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1228800     277620 
 

 
(4) On the SVC, expand the size of the four currently used VDisks by 75 GB. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(5) Verify the new VDisk sizes. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue name=RHEL_DATA_DG* | awk 'BEGIN 

{print "name\t\tcapacity"} NR>2{print $2 "\t" $8}' 
 
name            capacity 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  375.00GB 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  375.00GB 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  375.00GB 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  375.00GB 
 

 
(6) Create the following Bash script and name it resize_dm_lun.bash. Running this script will cause 

Device-Mapper Multipath to recognize the new increased sizes of the LUNs/VDisks. The script takes 
one argument, the alias for the Device-Mapper Multipath LUN. 

 
#!/bin/bash 
if [[ $# < 1 ]] 
then 
    echo 
    echo "    Usage: $0 <device-mapper multipath alias>" 
    echo 
    exit 1 
else 
    dm_device=$1 
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fi 
for sd_dev_id in $(multipath -ll $dm_device | grep sd | awk '{print $2}') 
do 
    echo 1 > /sys/class/scsi_device/$sd_dev_id/device/rescan 
done 
multipathd -k"resize multipath $dm_device" 
 

 
(7) As the root user, run the script created in step (6) for all four Device-Mapper Multipath LUNs. The 

following four commands need to be run on all four RAC nodes. The following only shows the 
commands being run on RAC node 1. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# resize_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
[root@racnode1~]# resize_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
[root@racnode1~]# resize_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
[root@racnode1~]# resize_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(8) Run the following on all four RAC nodes to verify that Device-Mapper Multipath recognizes the new 

VDisk sizes. 

 
for mp_dev in $(multipath -ll | awk '/^RHEL_DATA/ {print $1}') 
do 
    multipath -ll $mp_dev | egrep "RHEL|size" 
done 
 

 
(9) On RAC node 1, as the oracle userid connect to the ASM instance and change the ASM disk sizes. 

This will make the change across all ASM instances, so it only needs to be run on one RAC 
instance. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG resize all size 375G; 
 

 
(10) View the ASM rebalance operation. If the following query is not run immediately after the resizing 

is done in step (9), i.e., within 10 seconds, it may not return any rows. The reason is that the ASM 
diskgroup would have been in, or very close to, a fully balanced state before the resizing of the 
component ASM disks. Since all of the ASM disks were resized by the same amount 
simultaneously, there really is no, or very little, rebalancing to be done other than the work (very 
short in duration) that ASM must do to verify that this is indeed the case. 

The output below resulted from querying V$ASM_OPERATION immediately after the ALTER 
DISKGROUP command in step (9) returned control to the user. The alert.log for the ASM instance 
on which the ALTER DISKGROUP command was run showed that the rebalance completed in 11 
seconds. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select * from v$asm_operation; 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL RUN       1      1          6         50         60           0 
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(11) Run the asm_data_disks.sql script again to verify the new ASM disk sizes. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              384000     146191 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              384000     146228 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              384000     146190 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              384000     146188 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(12) Run the following query to view the new amount of total space and free space in the DATA_DG 

diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1536000     584797 
 

 
(13) As can be seen, with the advent of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3, which comes with Device-

Mapper Multipath rpm version device-mapper-multipath-0.4.7-23.el5, the online resizing of LUNs 
is very fast and non-disruptive. This scenario caused absolutely no interruption to, or 
diminishment in, Swingbench transaction rate. 

8.5 Scenario 2 – Expand the sizes of the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup - AIX 
 

(1) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(2) As the oracle userid, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the ASM Oracle 

binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql SQL*Plus script 
created in step (9) of the section 8.3 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM Disk to an ASM Diskgroup - AIX. 
Take note of the current ASM disk sizes and free space available. 

 
 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
DATA_DG_0000    MEMBER              307200     303498 /dev/aix_data_dg_1 
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DATA_DG_0001    MEMBER              307200     303465 /dev/aix_data_dg_2 
DATA_DG_0002    MEMBER              307200     303467 /dev/aix_data_dg_3 
DATA_DG_0003    MEMBER              307200     303464 /dev/aix_data_dg_4 
 

 
(3) Now run the following query and take note of the total space and free space available in the 

DATA_DG diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1228800    1213894 
 

 
(4) On the SVC, expand the size of the four currently used VDisks by 75 GB. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb AIX_DATA_DG_1 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb AIX_DATA_DG_2 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb AIX_DATA_DG_3 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask expandvdisksize -size 75 -unit gb AIX_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(5) Verify the new VDisk sizes. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue name=AIX_DATA_DG* | awk 'BEGIN 

{print "name\t\tcapacity"} NR>2{print $2 "\t" $8}' 
 
name            capacity 
AIX_DATA_DG_1   375.00GB 
AIX_DATA_DG_2   375.00GB 
AIX_DATA_DG_3   375.00GB 
AIX_DATA_DG_4   375.00GB 
 

 
(6) As root on racnode1, verify that the new sizes of the raw devices are recognized at the AIX level. As 

an example, determine which hdisk logical device corresponds to /dev/aix_data_dg_1. After that, run 
the bootinfo command on that logical device to determine the size in MB. 

Note that it is not necessary to run the AIX device configuration manager command “cfgmgr -v” for 
AIX to be able to detect the new VDisk/LUN sizes. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# maj_num=$(ls -l /dev/aix_data_dg_1 | cut -c38-40) 
[root@racnode1~]# min_num=$( ls -l /dev/aix_data_dg_1| cut -c42-44) 
[root@racnode1~]# ls -l /dev | grep "$maj_num, *$min_num" 
 
brw-------    1 root     system       21,  1 Nov 03 13:00 hdisk4 
crw-------    1 root     system       21,  1 Nov 03 13:00 rhdisk4 
crw-rw----    1 oracle   dba          21,  1 Nov 06 00:58 rs6k_data_dg_1 
 
[root@racnode1~]# size_in_mb=$(bootinfo -s hdisk4) 
[root@racnode1~]# (( size_in_gb = size_in_mb / 1024 )) 
[root@racnode1~]# echo "size of /dev/aix_data_dg_1 = $size_in_gb GB" 
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size of /dev/aix_data_dg_1 = 375 GB 
 

 
(7) On RAC node 1, as the oracle userid connect to the ASM instance and change the ASM disk sizes. 

This will make the change across all ASM instances, so it only needs to be run on one RAC 
instance. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG resize all size 375G; 
 

 
(8) View the ASM rebalance operation. If the following query is not run immediately after the resizing is 

done in step (7), i.e., within 10 seconds, it may not return any rows. The reason is that the ASM 
diskgroup would have been in, or very close to, a fully balanced state before the resizing of the 
component ASM disks. Since all of the ASM disks were resized by the same amount 
simultaneously, there really is no, or very little, rebalancing to be done other than the work (very 
short in duration) that ASM must do to verify that this is indeed the case. 

The output below resulted from querying V$ASM_OPERATION immediately after the ALTER 
DISKGROUP command in step (7) returned control to the user. The alert.log for the ASM instance 
on which the ALTER DISKGROUP command was run showed that the rebalance completed in 9 
seconds. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select * from v$asm_operation; 
 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL RUN       1      1          0         23          0           0 
 

 
(9) Run the asm_data_disks.sql script again to verify the new ASM disk sizes. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
DATA_DG_0000    MEMBER              384000     380296 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_1 
DATA_DG_0001    MEMBER              384000     380265 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_2 
DATA_DG_0002    MEMBER              384000     380266 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_3 
DATA_DG_0003    MEMBER              384000     380264 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_4 
 

 
(10) Run the following query to view the new amount of total space and free space in the DATA_DG 

diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
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DATA_DG            1536000    1521091 
 

 

8.6 Scenario 3 – Remove an ASM disk from an ASM diskgroup - Linux 
 

(1) For this scenario, the DATA_DG diskgroup on which the Large Scale Order Entry Swingbench 
schema was created consisted of five 300 GB ASM disks. Also, as previously mentioned, once an 
ASM disk is removed from an ASM diskgroup, it cannot be dropped at the OS level without a brief 
ASM outage so that the ASM metadata can be deleted and the LUN can be removed at the Device-
Mapper Multipath and OS levels. 

(2) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(3) Set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the ASM Oracle binaries and the 

ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql SQL*Plus script created in step (11) of 
the section 8.2 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM Disk to an ASM Diskgroup - Linux. Take note of the 
current ASM disk sizes and free space available. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200     117352 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              307200     117369 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200     117353 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200     117375 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200     117337 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(4) Run the following query and take note of the total space and free space available in the DATA_DG 

diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1536000     586786 
 

               
(5) We will remove ASM disk RHEL_DATA_DG_2. Create a SQL*Plus script named 

proposed_free_mb.sql which has the following contents. It will show how much free space will be 
available in the DATA_DG diskgoup if RHEL_DATA_DG_2 is removed. 
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col total_disk_space hea "Total MB in|RHEL_DATA_DG_2" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col diskgroup_free hea "Free MB in|Diskgroup|DATA_DG" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col remaining_free_space hea "Proposed|DATA_DG|Free MB" for 9,999,999 jus center 
 
select a.diskgroup_free, b.total_disk_space, 
       a.diskgroup_free - b.total_disk_space remaining_free_space 
  from 
   (select free_mb diskgroup_free 
      from v$asm_diskgroup 
      where name = 'DATA_DG') a, 
   (select total_mb total_disk_space 
      from v$asm_disk 
      where name = 'RHEL_DATA_DG_2') b 
/ 
 

 
(6) Run the proposed_free_mb.sql script created in the previous step. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @proposed_free_mb.sql 
 
Free MB in                 Proposed 
Diskgroup   Total MB in    DATA_DG 
 DATA_DG   RHEL_DATA_DG_2  Free MB 
---------- -------------- ---------- 
   586,786        307,200    279,586 
 

 

(7) Now run the following command to remove the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 ASM disk from the DATA_DG 
diskgroup. The NOFORCE option returns control to the user before the ASM disk can be safely 
reused or removed from the system. Step (8) shows how to monitor the progress of the dropping of 
the ASM disk. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG drop disk 'RHEL_DATA_DG_2' noforce 
     rebalance power 11 nowait; 
 

 
(8) Monitor the progress of the rebalance operation by querying the V$ASM_OPERATION view. The 

following shows the output from running the query soon after the rebalance started, running it again 
near the end of the rebalance operation and, finally, running it when the operation was winding down 
and in the REAP state. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select * from v$asm_operation; 
 
Immediately after rebalance started: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL RUN      11     11        116     189852       5407          35 
 
Near the end of rebalance: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
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     2 REBAL RUN      11     11     300307     305405       2556           1 
 
When operation is in the REAP state: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL REAP     11      1     304639     304639       5757           0 
 
 

 The EST_WORK shows approximately how many 1 MB ASM Allocation Units (AUs) need to be 
moved. In our case, that should be around 307,200 AUs (300 GBs). Yet the EST_WORK shows 
189,852 when V$ASM_OPERATION is queried right after the rebalance starts. Running the query 
near the end of the rebalance showed a different value for EST_WORK of 305,405. The value for 
the EST_WORK column steadily increased throughout the rebalance operation until it reached the 
final number of 304,639 which was the value at the time that the operation was in the REAP 
(running down) state. 

 
(9) It is important to query the V$ASM_DISK view to verify that the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 disk has 

actually been dropped. The HEADER_STATUS column must have a value of FORMER before the 
disk can be safely reused or removed from the system. It is important that no attempt be made to 
use that disk if the HEADER_STATUS column has a value of either MEMBER or DROPPING. The 
V$ASM_OPERATION view should also be queried to monitor the progress of the rebalance 
operation, but the ASM disk is truly freed up only when the HEADER_STATUS column in 
V$ASM_DISK has a value of FORMER. 

 
 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select header_status from v$asm_disk where path = 'ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2'; 
 
HEADER_STATUS 
--------------- 
FORMER    
 

 
(10) Run the asm_data_disks.sql script and also query the V$ASM_DISKGROUP view to see the 

space now available in the ASM disks and DATA_DG diskgroup. Also take note that the 
HEADER_STATUS for RHEL_DATA_DG_2 is now set to FORMER. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                FORMER                   0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200      70802 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200      69472 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200      68676 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200      70618 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1228800     279568 
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(11) As the oracle userid on racnode1, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the 
database Oracle binaries and then stop the SWBENCH and ASM instances with the srvctl 
command. You can immediately start them up after shutting them down, i.e, this is really a quick 
bounce to free up the open file descriptor that the ASM instance has to the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
Device-Mapper Multipath device. 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH -o immediate 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH 
 

 
(12) As the root userid on racnode1 run the ASMLIB deletedisk command. After running the deletedisk 

command, run the ASMLIB listdisks command and verify that RHEL_DATA_DG_2 is no longer 
recognized as an ASM disk. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm deletedisk RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks | grep DATA 
 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(13) On racnode2, login as the oracle userid and set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to 

point to the ASM Oracle binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM2. Run the 
asm_data_disks.sql script to view the HEADER_STATUS of RHEL_DATA_DG_2. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                CANDIDATE                0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200      70802 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200      69472 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200      68675 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200      70618 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
As can be seen, the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 ASM disk now has a HEADER_STATUS of 
CANDIDATE. 

(14) Now login to racnode1 as the oracle userid and set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to 
point to the ASM Oracle binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the 
asm_data_disks.sql script. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              307200      70802 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              307200      69472 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              307200      68675 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200      70618 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
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As can be seen, the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 disk is no longer recognized by the ASM instance on 
this host. 
 

(15) Now run the ASMLIB scandisks command on racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. It is not 
necessary to shutdown the CRS services or any of the ASM instances to do this. After scanning 
the ASM disks, run the ASMLIB listdisks command to verify that the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 disk is 
no longer being recognized as an ASM disk. The following shows this being done only on 
racnode2, but it must be done also on racnode3 and racnode4. 

 
[root@racnode2~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm scandisks 
 
[root@racnode2~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks | grep DATA 
 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 

(16) The LUN is now prepared for getting deleted at the Device-Mapper Multipath level and the SCSI 
block device level on all four of the RAC nodes. As mentioned in section 8 ASM and SVC Space 
Administration Scenarios, the ASM instance must be briefly shutdown for this to be 
accomplished since each ASM instance still has an open file descriptor for the device. Bouncing 
the ASM instance closes the file descriptor. Therefore the removal can be done in a rolling fashion 
where only one ASM instance is shutdown at a time. Steps (17) through (22) show this being 
done on racnode1, but this also needs to be done on racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. 

(17) Create a Bash script named remove_dm_lun.bash which has the following contents. This script 
takes one command line argument, the Device-Mapper Multipath alias for the ASM disk. It will 
remove the Device-Mapper Multipath device and also remove the associated SCSI block devices. 

 
#!/bin/bash 
if [[ $# < 1 ]] 
then 
    echo 
    echo "    Usage: $0 <device-mapper multipath alias>" 
    echo 
    exit 1 
else 
    dm_device=$1 
fi 
for sd_dev_id in $(multipath -ll $dm_device | grep sd | awk '{print $3}') 
do 
    echo $sd_dev_id 
done > /tmp/remove_lun_ids 
multipath -f $dm_device 
cat /tmp/remove_lun_ids | while read LINE 
do 
    echo 1 > /sys/block/$LINE/device/delete 
done 
rm -f /tmp/remove_lun_ids 
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(18) As the oracle userid on the RAC node, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to 
the database Oracle binaries and then stop the SWBENCH and ASM instances with the srvctl 
command. You can immediately start them up after shutting them down, i.e, this is really a quick 
bounce to free up the open file descriptor that the ASM instance has to the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
Device-Mapper Multipath device. This has actually already been done on racnode1 in step (11), 
so strictly speaking it does not need to be done again for that RAC node. But it does need to be 
done for racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. Since these next few steps are being used as an 
example for all four RAC nodes, we will explicitly run through each necessary step from the 
beginning. 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH -o immediate 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH 
 

 
(19) As the root user on racnode1, run the following command and take note of the /dev/sdxx SCSI 

block devices associated with the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 DM Multipath device. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# for sd_dev_id in $(multipath -ll RHEL_DATA_DG_2 | grep sd | awk 

'{print $3}') 
                 do 
                     echo $sd_dev_id 
                 done 
sdbh 
sdx 
sdaf 
sdbp 
 

 
(20) Run the remove_dm_lun.bash script with RHEL_DATA_DG_2 as the command line argument.  

 
[root@racnode1~]# remove_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
 

 
(21) Verify that the DM Multipath device has been deleted. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# multipath -ll | grep RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
 

 
(22) Verify that the /dev/sdxx SCSI devices listed in step (19) have been removed.  

 
[root@racnode1~]# cat /proc/partitions | egrep "sdbh|sdx|sdaf|sdbp" 
 

 
(23) Now repeat all six of these steps for racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. 

(24) Remove, or comment out, the following stanza from the /etc/multipath.conf file on all four RAC 
nodes. This stanza corresponds to the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 LUN. 

 
     multipath { 
       wwid         360050768019201467800000000000144 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
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    } 
 

 
(25) On the SVC, remove the VDisk corresponding to the RHEL_DATA_DG_2 ASM disk. The -force 

option is used because there are still VDisk hostmaps defined for that VDisk and this allows the 
removal of the VDisk and its hostmaps to be done in one step. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask rmvdisk -force RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
 

 
(26) The following table shows the amount of time it took to achieve a complete rebalance for the 

removal of the 300 GB ASM disk from the DATA_DG diskgroup with rebalance powers of 1 and 
11. There are two scenarios for the rebalance power of 11, one where the Large Scale Order 
Entry Swingbench benchmark was running throughout the exercise and one where there was no 
I/O occurring at all. The scenario where the rebalance power is equal to 11 and Swingbench is not 
running is included simply to cover the situation where it may be decided to take an outage to 
accomplish this task. But it should be remembered that this is the only scenario covered in this 
paper where the large scale Order Entry Swingbench benchmark is not running. 

 
Rebalance 
Power 1 11 (Swingbench was 

running) 
11 (Swingbench was 

not running) 
Time to complete 3 hours 58 minutes 1 hour 38 minutes 29 minutes 

Change in 
Swingbench 
TPMs  

From 125,566 dropped 
as low as 100,203 (-
20%) but averaged 

118,242 (-6%) 

From 130,924 dropped 
as low as 96,546 (-26%) 
but averaged 118,463 (-

10%) 

N/A 

Change in TPC 
IOPS for MDisk 
Group 

From ~3,500 
increased to 4,414 

From ~3,500 increased 
to ~4,300 N/A 

Change in TPC 
MBPS for MDisk 
Group 

47.21 to maximum of 
94.76 

24.08 to maximum of 
168.73 N/A 

Change in TPC 
response time 
(ms) 

2.8 to maximum of 4.8 5.6 to maximum of 12.7 N/A 

 

8.7 Scenario 3 – Remove an ASM disk from an ASM diskgroup - AIX 
 

(1) For this scenario, the DATA_DG diskgroup on which the Large Scale Order Entry Swingbench 
schema was created consisted of five 300 GB ASM disks. Once an ASM disk is removed from an 
ASM diskgroup on AIX, it cannot be dropped at the OS level without a brief ASM outage so that the 
open file descriptor which ASM has on that disk can be freed up. 

(2) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
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(3) Set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the ASM Oracle binaries and the 

ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql SQL*Plus script created in step (9) of 
the section 8.3 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM Disk to an ASM Diskgroup - AIX. Take note of the 
current ASM disk names, sizes and free space available. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
DATA_DG_0000    MEMBER              307200     304192 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_1 
DATA_DG_0002    MEMBER              307200     304214 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_3 
DATA_DG_0003    MEMBER              307200     304208 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_4 
DATA_DG_0001    MEMBER              307200     304181 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_2 
DATA_DG_0004    MEMBER              307200     304193 /dev/rs6k_data_dg_5 
 

 
(4) Run the following query and take note of the total space and free space available in the DATA_DG 

diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1536000    1520988 
 

               
(5) We will remove the ASM disk with the name DATA_DG_0001 which, as determined in step (3), 

corresponds to the path /dev/aix_data_dg_2. Create a SQL*Plus script named 
proposed_free_mb.sql which has the following contents. It will show how much free space will be 
available in the DATA_DG diskgoup when the DATA_DG_0001 disk is removed. 

 
col total_disk_space hea "Total MB in|aix_data_dg_2" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col diskgroup_free hea "Free MB in|Diskgroup|DATA_DG" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col remaining_free_space hea "Proposed|DATA_DG|Free MB" for 9,999,999 jus center 
 
select a.diskgroup_free, b.total_disk_space, 
       a.diskgroup_free - b.total_disk_space remaining_free_space 
  from 
   (select free_mb diskgroup_free 
      from v$asm_diskgroup 
      where name = 'DATA_DG') a, 
   (select total_mb total_disk_space 
      from v$asm_disk 
      where name = 'DATA_DG_0001') b 
/ 
 

 
(6) Run the proposed_free_mb.sql script created in the previous step. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @proposed_free_mb.sql 
 
Free MB in                Proposed 
Diskgroup   Total MB in   DATA_DG 
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 DATA_DG   aix_data_dg_2  Free MB 
---------- ------------- ---------- 
 1,520,988       307,200  1,213,788 
 

 
(7) Now run the following command to remove the DATA_DG_0001 ASM disk from the DATA_DG 

diskgroup. The NOFORCE option returns control to the user before the ASM disk can be safely 
reused or removed from the system. Step (8) shows how to monitor the progress of the dropping of 
the ASM disk. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG drop disk 'DATA_DG_0001' noforce 
     rebalance power 11 nowait; 
 

 
(8) Monitor the progress of the rebalance operation by querying the V$ASM_OPERATION view. The 

following shows the output from running the query soon after the rebalance started and running it 
again near the end of the rebalance operation. 

[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select * from v$asm_operation; 
 
Immediately after rebalance started: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     1 REBAL RUN      11     11        207       3925       3324          1 
 
Near the end of rebalance: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     1 REBAL RUN      11     11       3497       4724       3443           0 
 

 The EST_WORK shows approximately how many 1 MB ASM Allocation Units (AUs) need to be 
moved and SOFAR shows the progress. 

 
(9) It is important to query the V$ASM_DISK view to verify that the aix_data_dg_2 disk has actually 

been dropped. The HEADER_STATUS column must have a value of FORMER before the disk can 
be safely reused or removed from the system. It is important that no attempt be made to use that 
disk if the HEADER_STATUS column has a value of either MEMBER or DROPPING. The 
V$ASM_OPERATION view should also be queried to monitor the progress of the rebalance 
operation, but the ASM disk is truly freed up only when the HEADER_STATUS column in 
V$ASM_DISK has a value of FORMER. 

 
 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select header_status from v$asm_disk where path = '/dev/aix_data_dg_2'; 
 
HEADER_STATUS 
--------------- 
FORMER    
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(10) Run the asm_data_disks.sql script and also query the V$ASM_DISKGROUP view to see the 
space now available in the ASM disks and DATA_DG diskgroup. Also take note that the 
HEADER_STATUS for aix_data_dg_2 is now set to FORMER. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                FORMER                   0          0 /dev/aix_data_dg_2 
DATA_DG_0000    MEMBER              307200     303445 /dev/aix_data_dg_1 
DATA_DG_0002    MEMBER              307200     303408 /dev/aix_data_dg_3 
DATA_DG_0003    MEMBER              307200     303444 /dev/aix_data_dg_4 
DATA_DG_0004    MEMBER              307200     303481 /dev/aix_data_dg_5 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1228800    1213778 
 

 
(11) As the oracle userid on each RAC node, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to 

the database Oracle binaries and then stop the SWBNCH and ASM instances with the srvctl 
command. You can immediately start them up after shutting them down, i.e, this is really a quick 
bounce to free up the open file descriptor that the ASM instance has to the AIX_DATA_DG_2 
device. Only racnode1 is shown below, but this needs to be done for all RAC nodes. 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop instance -i SWBNCH1 -d SWBNCH -o immediate 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start instance -i SWBNCH1 -d SWBNCH 
 

 
(12) Determine which hdisk logical device corresponds to /dev/aix_data_dg_2. Then run “rmdev -d -l 

…” on that device to unconfigure it and also to undefine it (i.e., remove it from the ODM object 
repository). Only racnode1 is shown below, but this needs to be done for all RAC nodes. 

 
[root@racnode1 ~]# maj_num=$(ls -l /dev/aix_data_dg_2 | cut -c38-40) 
[root@racnode1 ~]# min_num=$(ls -l /dev/aix_data_dg_2 | cut -c42-44) 
[root@racnode1 ~]# ls -l /dev | grep "$maj_num, *$min_num" 
 
brw-------    1 root     system       21,  1 Nov 06 03:14 hdisk5 
crw-------    1 root     system       21,  1 Nov 06 03:14 rhdisk5 
crw-rw----    1 oracle   dba          21,  1 Nov 06 15:18 aix_data_dg_2 
 
[root@racnode1 ~]# rmdev –d –l hdisk5 
 
hdisk5 deleted 
 

 

(13) Now login to racnode1 as the oracle userid and set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to 
point to the ASM Oracle binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the 
asm_data_disks.sql script. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
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NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
DATA_DG_0000    MEMBER              307200     303442 /dev/aix_data_dg_1 
DATA_DG_0002    MEMBER              307200     303402 /dev/aix_data_dg_3 
DATA_DG_0003    MEMBER              307200     303439 /dev/aix_data_dg_4 
DATA_DG_0004    MEMBER              307200     303476 /dev/aix_data_dg_5 
 

 
As can be seen, the AIX_DATA_DG_2 disk is no longer recognized by the ASM instance on this 
host. The result should be the same on all of the other ASM instances. 

 
(14) On the SVC, remove the VDisk corresponding to the /dev/aix_data_dg_2 ASM disk. The -force 

option is used because there are still VDisk hostmaps defined for that VDisk and this allows the 
removal of the VDisk and its hostmaps to be done in one step. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask rmvdisk -force AIX_DATA_DG_2 
 

 
(15) Verify that the AIX_DATA_DG_2 configuration has been removed from SDDPCM, i.e., that the 

following command does not return any results. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# pcmpath query device | grep hdisk5 
 

 

8.8 Scenario 4 – Reduce the size of the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup - Linux 
 

(1) For this scenario, the DATA_DG diskgroup on which the Large Scale Order Entry Swingbench 
schema was created consisted of four 375 GB ASM disks. Four additional 300 GB ASM disks will be 
created and the data from the 375 GB ASM disks will be migrated to those new 300 GB ASM disks. 
As was explained earlier, simply shrinking the four 375 GB ASM disks is not possible since the 
VDisks that correspond to those ASM disks cannot be shrunk without data corruption. This scenario 
builds on both Scenarios 1 and 3 for Linux since LUNs will be added to the Linux hosts and, 
subsequent to the migration, other LUNs will be deleted. Many of the steps regarding the deletion of 
LUNs at the Device-Mapper Multipath and OS level are almost identical to the same steps in 
Scenario 3. Those steps will still be listed in this section, but the detailed explanation for the steps 
will not be included. Those detailed explanations can be read in the corresponding steps in Scenario 
3. 

(2) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(3) Run the following SQL*Plus script on one of the ASM instances to verify that the simultaneous 

deletion of the 375 GB ASM disks and addition of the 300 GB ASM disks will succeed, i.e., that 
the amount of free space available in the DATA_DG diskgroup will be a positive number. The 
output shows that the operation should succeed. 
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col dg_free hea "Free MB in|Diskgroup|DATA_DG" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col  removed_space hea "Removed MB" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col  add_space hea "Added MB" for 9,999,999 jus center 
col remaining_free_space hea "Proposed|DATA_DG|Free MB" for 9,999,999 jus center 
 
select a.dg_free, 
       b.removed_space, 
       (4 * 300 * 1024) add_space, 
       a.dg_free - b.removed_space + 
       (4 * 300 * 1024) remaining_free_space 
  from 
   (select free_mb dg_free 
      from v$asm_diskgroup 
      where name = 'DATA_DG') a, 
   (select sum(total_mb) removed_space 
      from v$asm_disk 
      where regexp_like (name, 'RHEL_DATA_DG_[1-4]')) b 
/ 
 
Output: 
 
Free MB in                        Proposed 
Diskgroup                         DATA_DG 
 DATA_DG   Removed MB  Added MB   Free MB 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
   587,364  1,536,000  1,228,800    280,164 
 

 
(4) On the SVC, create four new 300 GB VDisks named RHEL_DATA_DG_5, RHEL_DATA_DG_6, 

RHEL_DATA_DG_7 and RHEL_DATA_DG_8 on MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. Alternate between 
I/O groups. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 0 -vtype striped 

-size 300 -unit gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 1 -vtype striped 

-size 300 -unit gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 0 -vtype striped 

-size 300 -unit gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 -iogrp 1 -vtype striped 

-size 300 -unit gb -name RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
 

 
(5) List the information for the new VDisks. In particular, take note of the vdisk_UID serial number. This 

will be used in the next step when editing the /etc/multipath.conf file on the RAC nodes. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue name=RHEL_DATA_DG* -delim : | 

grep RHEL_DATA_DG_[5-8] 
 

 
(6) Assume that the VDisk serial numbers returned in step (4) all start with 

60050768019201467800000000000 and have 18C, 18D, 18E and 18F as the last three digits, 
respectively. As the root user on each of the RAC nodes, edit the /etc/multipath.conf file and add the 
following stanzas to the multipaths section. This will create Device-Mapper Multipath aliases for the 
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VDisks that will have the same name as the VDisks on the SVC. Notice that the number “3” has to 
be prepended to the vdisk_UID serial numbers. 

 
 
     multipath { 
       wwid         36005076801920146780000000000018c 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
    } 
     multipath { 
       wwid         36005076801920146780000000000018d 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
    } 
     multipath { 
       wwid         36005076801920146780000000000018e 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
    } 
     multipath { 
       wwid         36005076801920146780000000000018f 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
    } 
 

 
(7) On the SVC, make VDisk hostmaps for the new VDisks using already existent SVC host definitions. 

The VDisk hostmap creation is only being shown for VDisk RHEL_DATA_DG_5, but it also needs to 
be done for RHEL_DATA_DG_6, RHEL_DATA_DG_7 and RHEL_DATA_DG_8. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode1 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode2 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode3 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask mkvdiskhostmap -force -host racnode4 RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
 

 
(8) Determine the HBA Host ids for the RAC nodes. This will return something like “host1” and “host2”. 

This must be done on each RAC node. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
[root@racnode2~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
[root@racnode3~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
[root@racnode4~]# ls /sys/class/fc_host 
 

 
(9) Scan the SCSI bus for each host HBA Host id returned in step (6). There must be a space between 

each of the minus signs within the double quotes. Do this for each RAC node. Only RAC node 1 is 
shown below. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host1/scan 
 
[root@racnode1~]# echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host2/scan 
 

 
(10) Device-Mapper Multipath should automatically create the new alias. Verify that the alias has been 

created by running the following command on each RAC node. Only RAC node 1 is shown below. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# multipath -ll | grep RHEL_DATA_DG_[5-8] 
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(11) Now that the VDisks are visible on the RAC nodes, run the following only on RAC node 1. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_5 

/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_6 

/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_7 

/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm createdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_8 

/dev/mapper/RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks 
 

 
(12) Scan for the new ASM disks on RAC nodes racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. Then list all of the 

ASM disks to verify that they are recognized as ASM disks at the OS level. The following only 
shows the commands being run on RAC node 2, but this should be done for RAC nodes 3 and 4 
also. 

 
[root@racnode2~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm scandisks 
 
[root@racnode2~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks 
 

 
(13) As the oracle userid on racnode1, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the 

ASM Oracle binaries and the ORACLE_SID to equal +ASM1. Run the asm_data_disks.sql 
SQL*Plus script as SYSASM and view the status of the ASM disks. Note that the new ASM disks 
do not yet have a NAME and that they are in the PROVISIONED state. Chapter 4 of Oracle 
Database Storage Administrator’s Guide 11g Release 1 (11.1) (item (13) in the References), in 
the section named “Oracle ASM Disk Discovery”, states that PROVISIONED implies the 
administrator ran an OS-level tool to prepare the disk. In our case, that tool was ASMLIB. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                PROVISIONED              0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
                PROVISIONED              0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
                PROVISIONED              0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
                PROVISIONED              0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  MEMBER              384000     146844 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  MEMBER              384000     146844 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  MEMBER              384000     146844 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  MEMBER              384000     146829 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(14) Now simultaneously remove the 375 GB ASM disks and add the new 300 GB ASM disks for the 

DATA_DG diskgroup. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> alter diskgroup DATA_DG add disk 'ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5', 

'ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_6', 'ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_7', 
'ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_8' drop disk RHEL_DATA_DG_1, 
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RHEL_DATA_DG_2, RHEL_DATA_DG_3, RHEL_DATA_DG_4 rebalance 
power 11 nowait; 

 

 
(15) Monitor the progress of the rebalance operation by querying the V$ASM_OPERATION view. The 

following shows the output from running the query soon after the rebalance started and running it 
again near the end of the rebalance operation. As can be seen, the value for EST_WORK stayed 
fairly constant throughout the operation. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm 
 
SQL> select * from v$asm_operation; 
 
Immediately after rebalance started: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL RUN      11     11         10     948768        374        2536 
 
Near the end of rebalance: 
 
GROUP# OPERA STATE POWER ACTUAL      SOFAR   EST_WORK   EST_RATE EST_MINUTES ERROR_CODE 
------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- 
     2 REBAL RUN      11     11     940906     948784       3725           2 
 

 

(16) Run the asm_data_disks.sql script and also query the V$ASM_DISKGROUP view to see the 
space now available in the ASM disks and DATA_DG diskgroup. Also take note that the 
HEADER_STATUS for the dropped ASM disks is now set to FORMER. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~]# sqlplus / as sysasm @asm_data_disks.sql 
 
NAME            HEADER_STATUS     TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB PATH 
--------------- --------------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------- 
                FORMER                   0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
                FORMER                   0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
                FORMER                   0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
                FORMER                   0          0 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5  MEMBER              307200      69967 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
RHEL_DATA_DG_6  MEMBER              307200      69967 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
RHEL_DATA_DG_7  MEMBER              307200      69968 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
RHEL_DATA_DG_8  MEMBER              307200      69961 ORCL:RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
 
SQL> select name, total_mb, free_mb from v$asm_diskgroup where name = 'DATA_DG'; 
 
NAME              TOTAL_MB    FREE_MB 
--------------- ---------- ---------- 
DATA_DG            1228800     279854 
 

 

(17) As the oracle userid on racnode1, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to the 
database Oracle binaries and then stop the SWBENCH and ASM instances with the srvctl 
command. You can immediately start them up after shutting them down, i.e, this is really a quick 
bounce to free up the open file descriptors that the ASM instance has for the Device-Mapper 
Multipath devices that correspond to the dropped ASM disks. 
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[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH 
 

 
(18) As the root userid on racnode1 run the ASMLIB deletedisk command on the dropped ASM disks. 

After running the deletedisk command, run the ASMLIB listdisks command and verify that the 
dropped ASM disks are no longer recognized as ASM disks. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm deletedisk RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm deletedisk RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm deletedisk RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm deletedisk RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks | grep DATA 
 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
 

 
(19) Now run the ASMLIB scandisks command on racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. The following 

shows this being done only on racnode2, but it must be done also on racnode3 and racnode4. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm scandisks 
[root@racnode1~]# /etc/init.d/oracleasm listdisks | grep DATA 
 
RHEL_DATA_DG_5 
RHEL_DATA_DG_6 
RHEL_DATA_DG_7 
RHEL_DATA_DG_8 
 

 

(20) The next few steps are very similar to steps (16) through (23) in Scenario 3. The detailed 
reasoning for each step can be read in that scenario. Do the following for each RAC node. Only 
racnode1 is being shown. Step (21) has actually already been done for racnode1, but it is being 
shown here again since these steps need to be run in their entirety for racnode2, racnode3 and 
racnode4. 

(21) As the oracle userid on the RAC node, set the ORACLE_HOME environment variable to point to 
the database Oracle binaries and then stop the SWBENCH and ASM instances with the srvctl 
command. You can immediately start them up after shutting them down. 

 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl stop asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start asm -n racnode1 -i +ASM1 
[oracle@racnode1 ~]$ srvctl start instance -i SWBENCH1 -d SWBENCH 
 

 
(22) As the root user, run the following command and take note of the /dev/sdxx SCSI block devices 

associated with the DM Multipath device just deleted. 

 
for dm_dev in RHEL_DATA_DG_1 RHEL_DATA_DG_2 RHEL_DATA_DG_3 RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
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do 
    echo "$dm_dev block SCSI devices:" 
    for sd_dev_id in $(multipath -ll $dm_dev | grep sd | awk '{print $3}') 
    do 
        echo $sd_dev_id 
    done 
done 
 

 
(23) Now run the remove_dm_lun.bash script created in step (17) of 8.6 Scenario 3 – Remove an 

ASM Disk from an ASM Diskgroup - Linux for each dropped ASM disk. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# remove_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
[root@racnode1~]# remove_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
[root@racnode1~]# remove_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
[root@racnode1~]# remove_dm_lun.bash RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(24) Verify that the DM Multipath devices have been deleted. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# multipath -ll | grep RHEL_DATA_DG_[1-4] 
 

 
(25) Verify that the /dev/sdxx SCSI devices listed in step (22) have been removed. 

 
[root@racnode1~]# cat /proc/partitions 
 

 
(26) Steps (21) through (25) need to be also done for racnode2, racnode3 and racnode4. 

(27) Remove, or comment out, the following stanzas from the /etc/multipath.conf file on all four RAC 
nodes. These stanzas correspond to the deleted ASM disks. 

 
     multipath { 
       wwid         360050768019201467800000000000143 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
    } 
     multipath { 
       wwid         360050768019201467800000000000144 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
    } 
     multipath { 
       wwid         360050768019201467800000000000145 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
    } 
     multipath { 
       wwid         360050768019201467800000000000146 
       alias        RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
    } 
 

 
(28) On the SVC, remove the VDisks corresponding to the deleted ASM disks. The -force option is 

used because there are still VDisk hostmaps defined for those VDisks and this allows the removal 
of the VDisks and their hostmaps to be done in one step. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask rmvdisk -force RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask rmvdisk -force RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask rmvdisk -force RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask rmvdisk -force RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(29) The following table shows the amount of time it took for the operation to complete with rebalance 

powers of 1 and 11. 
 

Rebalance Power 1 11 
Time to complete 12 hours 8 minutes 3 hours 57 minutes 

Change in 
Swingbench TPMs  

From 125,534 dropped as 
low as 99,997 (-20%) but 
averaged 114,032 (-9%) 

From 129,772 dropped as 
low as 97,149 (-25%) but 
averaged 108,182 (-17%) 

Change in TPC IOPS 
for MDisk Group 

From ~3,500 decreased to 
minimum of ~1,100 

From ~3,400 decreased to 
minimum of ~1,200 

Change in TPC 
MBPS for MDisk 
Group 

47.09 to maximum of 
71.84 26.74 to maximum of 103.24 

Change in TPC 
response time (ms) 2.7 to maximum of 4.8 4.2 to maximum of 12.7 

 

 

8.9 Scenario 4 – Reduce the size of the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup - AIX 
 

This scenario will not be detailed for AIX. The steps are basically the same as in the immediately 
preceding section 8.8 Scenario 4 – Reduce the size of the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup – Linux 
except for the steps that are OS-specific, i.e. the addition and removal of LUNs at the OS level. 
However, the dynamic addition and removal of LUNs on AIX has already been detailed in the sections 
8.3 Scenario 1 – Add an ASM disk to an ASM diskgroup – AIX and 8.7 Scenario 3 – Remove an 
ASM disk from an ASM diskgroup – AIX. Therefore, it should be a fairly straightforward exercise for 
the reader to refer to all three of the above-mentioned sections to determine how to reduce the size of 
the ASM disks in an ASM diskgroup on AIX. 

8.10 Scenario 5 – Rebalance an MDisk Group that has had an MDisk added 
 

(1) For this scenario, the DS8K_NM852 MDisk Group, which contains all of the database-related 
VDisks, will start out with four 1,054 GB MDisks. Another 1,054 GB MDisk will be added to this 
MDisk Group and then the Perl balance.pl rebalance script, located in the SVCTools.zip file at the 
IBM alphaWorks site http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/svctools, will be run to rebalance the 
VDisk extents evenly across all of the five MDisks. The balance.pl script uses a SVC.pm file which is 
also included in the zip file. The instructions for installing that SVC.pm Perl library module are 
included in the zip file. On the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 host used for running the SVC 
commands, the SVC.pm file simply had to be located in the directory /usr/lib/perl5/5.8.5/IBM. But 
you should follow the instructions included in the zip file for installing this library module on your 
host. 

The default behavior of the balance.pl script is to simply print to the screen the series of “svctask 
migratevdiskextents …” commands that would accomplish a rebalance. The commands will not 
actually be sent to the SVC unless the “-e” command line option is used. This allows the user to 
review the exact actions that the script will take before actually doing the VDisk extent migrations. 
Alternatively, the user can run those migrate commands manually. The default behavior will only 
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take one pass at rebalancing, which means that it will not do a complete rebalancing. It will just 
improve the extent balance. The “-r” option (recursive) must be used to do a complete rebalance. 
The “-r” option will cause “svctask migratevdiskextents …” commands to be run in several phases 
until the extent distribution is truly evenly spread across the MDisks 

(2) Run the perldoc command on the balance.pl rebalance script to view a detailed description of the 
script and the valid command line parameters. A portion of the output is shown below. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# perldoc balance.pl 
 
NAME 
       balance.pl - Perl script for evenly distributing VDisk extents amongst 

MDisks. 
 
VERSION 
       @(#)08 1.9 SVCTools/examples/balance/balance.pl, cmpss_cust_scripts, 

cust_scripts 3/18/08 16:42:53 
 
SYNOPSIS 
       balance.pl MDiskGrp [-t VDisk,VDisk,...] [-m MDisk,MDisk,...]       [-n 

number] [-e] [-f [ all â partial â 
       unstable ] [-r [delay] ] 
           -c cluster â -i ip [-k keyfile]     [-u username] [-s ssh] [-v] 
 
       balance.pl –h 
………………………… 
 

 
(3) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 

Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(4) View the information for MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. Notice the mdisk_count of 4, the vdisk_count 

of 17, and the total capacity of 4213 GB. The vdisk_count of 17 corresponds to the 2 OCR, 3 Vote, 
and 12 ASM disks for the SWBENCH database. As can be seen from the used_capacity value, the 
database VDisks are using 1,685 GB. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 
 
id 16 
name DS8K_NM852 
status online 
mdisk_count 4 
vdisk_count 17 
capacity 4213.0GB 
extent_size 1024 
free_capacity 2528.0GB 
virtual_capacity 1685.00GB 
used_capacity 1685.00GB 
real_capacity 1685.00GB 
overallocation 39 
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warning 0 
 

 
(5) View all of the unmanaged MDisks and the MDisks belonging to MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. Notice 

that the 1054 GB MDisk DS8K_NM852_P3 is unmanaged. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20 SETUP_DS8K_SVC]# svcinfo lsmdisk -delim : | egrep 

":DS8K_NM852:|:unmanaged:" 
 
0:DS8K_NM852_P3:online:unmanaged:::1054.0GB:4003406000000000:DS8000_75NM852:600507

6309ffc919000000000000036000000000000000000000000000000000 
1:DS8K_NM852_P4:online:managed:16:DS8K_NM852:1054.0GB:4004406000000000:DS8000_75NM

852:6005076309ffc919000000000000046000000000000000000000000
000000000 

2:DS8K_NM852_P5:online:managed:16:DS8K_NM852:1054.0GB:4005406000000000:DS8000_75NM
852:6005076309ffc919000000000000056000000000000000000000000
000000000 

3:DS8K_NM852_P6:online:managed:16:DS8K_NM852:1054.0GB:4006406000000000:DS8000_75NM
852:6005076309ffc919000000000000066000000000000000000000000
000000000 

4:DS8K_NM852_P7:online:managed:16:DS8K_NM852:1054.0GB:4007406000000000:DS8000_75NM
852:6005076309ffc919000000000000076000000000000000000000000
000000000 

 

 
(6) Run the script list_vdisk_extents.bash which was defined in 6.3 SVC Space Monitoring.This script 

shows the number of extents that each VDisk in the DS8K_NM852 MDisk Group has on each MDisk 
that is part of that MDisk Group. Only a portion of the output will be shown below. The full output 
shows that the extents for the ASM disk VDisks are spread evenly across the MDisks in the MDisk 
Group. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# list_vdisk_extents.bash 
 
Report showing VDisks and their number of 
extents for each MDisk in MDisk Group DS8K_NM852 
 
MDisk DS8K_NM852_P4: 
RHEL_OCR_1      1 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  75 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  75 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  75 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_3  5 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_2  5 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_1  5 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  75 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_4  5 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_1  25 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_2  25 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_4  25 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_3  25 
……………………… 
 

 
(7) Add the unmanaged DS8K_NM852_P3 MDisk to the DS8K_NM852 MDisk Group. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask addmdisk -mdisk DS8K_NM852_P3 DS8K_NM852 
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(8) View the new information for MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp DS8K_NM852 
 
id 16 
name DS8K_NM852 
status online 
mdisk_count 5 
vdisk_count 17 
capacity 5267.0GB 
extent_size 1024 
free_capacity 3582.0GB 
virtual_capacity 1685.00GB 
used_capacity 1685.00GB 
real_capacity 1685.00GB 
overallocation 31 
warning 0 
 

 
(9) Run the balance.pl script without the “-e” option to preview the migrate commands that will be run. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# perl balance.pl DS8K_NM852 -i 9.11.113.35 -k 

/root/.ssh/id_rsa -u admin -s ssh -r -v 
 
Starting Extent Balance script. 
Parameters: 
              MDiskGrp:  DS8K_NM852 
                  --ip:  9.11.113.35 
                 --key:  /root/.ssh/id_rsa 
            --username:  admin 
                 --ssh:  ssh 
             --verbose:  enabled 
         --zRetryDelay:  5 
_send_command(): rc=0 
Connected to SVC Cluster.  MDiskGrp ID: 16. 
………… 
 
[22:46:30 10/23/09] [balance.pl] 
Caculating optimal extent distribution. 
 
[22:46:30 10/23/09] [balance.pl] 
Calculating the migration commands. 
 
[Phase 1] 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 11 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 15 -vdisk 7 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 5 -vdisk 16 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 5 -vdisk 13 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 15 -vdisk 6 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 9 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 12 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 5 -vdisk 14 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 5 -vdisk 15 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 15 -vdisk 8 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 10 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 15 -vdisk 5 -threads 1 
 
[Phase 2] 
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svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 2 -vdisk 11 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 7 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 16 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 13 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 6 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 2 -vdisk 9 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 2 -vdisk 12 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 14 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 15 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 8 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 2 -vdisk 10 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 1 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 5 -threads 1 
 
[Phase 3] 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 11 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 7 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 16 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 13 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 6 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 9 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 12 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 14 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 6 -vdisk 15 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 8 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 10 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 3 -target 0 -exts 16 -vdisk 5 -threads 1 
 
[Phase 4] 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 13 -vdisk 7 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 3 -vdisk 16 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 3 -vdisk 13 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 13 -vdisk 6 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 3 -vdisk 14 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 3 -vdisk 15 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 13 -vdisk 8 -threads 1 
svctask migrateexts -source 2 -target 0 -exts 13 -vdisk 5 -threads 1 
 

 
(10) Now run the command with the “-e” option. The “-v” option generates a lot of output, so redirect 

the output to a file and in another login window “tail -f” the file. Do not try to run the balance.pl 
script in the background because it attaches to the current tty and it will stop if put in the 
background. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# perl balance.pl DS8K_NM852 -i 9.11.113.35 -k 

/root/.ssh/id_rsa -u admin -s ssh -r -v -e 
                       > balance.out 2>&1 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# tail -f balance.out 
 
Starting Extent Balance script. 
Parameters: 
              MDiskGrp:  DS8K_NM852 
             --execute:  enabled 
                  --ip:  9.11.113.35 
                 --key:  /root/.ssh/id_rsa 
            --username:  admin 
                 --ssh:  ssh 
             --verbose:  enabled 
         --zRetryDelay:  5 
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Sleeping for 10 seconds, check parameters.  CTRL-C to abort script. 
………… 
[21:23:51 10/24/09] [balance.pl] 
Caculating optimal extent distribution. 
 
[21:23:51 10/24/09] [balance.pl] 
Calculating the migration commands. 
Sending migrate commands to the SVC cluster. 
_send_command(): rc=0 
Sending: svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 1 -vdisk 11 -threads 1 
_send_command(): rc=0 
Sending: svctask migrateexts -source 4 -target 0 -exts 15 -vdisk 7 -threads 1 
_send_command(): rc=0 
…………………… 
 

 
(11) Monitor the extent migrations on the SVC side, in particular the progress value. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsmigrate –delim : 
 
migrate_type:MDisk_Extents_Migration 
progress:0 
migrate_vdisk_index:7 
migrate_source_mdisk_index:4 
migrate_target_mdisk_index:0 
number_extents:15 
max_thread_count:1 
migrate_source_vdisk_copy_id:0 
migrate_type:MDisk_Extents_Migration 
progress:60 
migrate_vdisk_index:16 
migrate_source_mdisk_index:4 
migrate_target_mdisk_index:0 
number_extents:5 
max_thread_count:1 
migrate_source_vdisk_copy_id:0 
migrate_type:MDisk_Extents_Migration 
progress:40 
…………………… 
 

 
(12) When the rebalance is finished, once again run the list_vdisk_extents.bash script that was 

previously run in step (6). Notice that MDisk DS8K_NM852_P3 now has its fair share of the VDisk 
extents. The results of this testing showed that the VDisk extents were very evenly distributed 
across all of the five MDisks that were now part of the DS8K_NM852 MDisk Group. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# list_vdisk_extents.bash 
 
Report showing VDisks and their number of 
extents for each MDisk in MDisk Group DS8K_NM852 
 
MDisk DS8K_NM852_P3: 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_4  20 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_3  20 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_2  20 
RHEL_ARCH_DG_1  20 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_4  4 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_3  4 
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RHEL_LOGS_DG_2  4 
RHEL_LOGS_DG_1  4 
RHEL_DATA_DG_1  60 
RHEL_DATA_DG_2  60 
RHEL_DATA_DG_3  60 
RHEL_DATA_DG_4  60 
……………………… 
 

 
(13) The following table shows the elapsed time and the overall performance effect of the VDisk extent 

migrations caused by the rebalancing script when a complete rebalance is done, i.e., the script is 
invoked with the -r option.. The rebalance caused no interruption in I/O. 

 
Time to complete 48  minutes 

Change in Swingbench TPMs  
From 133,583 dropped as low as 

100,244 (-25%) but averaged 127,953 
(-4%) 

Change in TPC IOPS for MDisk Group From ~2,847 decreased to minimum of 
~2,636, but averaged ~2,700 

Change in TPC MBPS for MDisk Group From ~34 decreased to minimum of 
~20 

Change in TPC response time (ms) From 4.1 increased to maximum of 
10.7, but averaged ~7.0 

 

The following table shows the VDisk extent distribution across the five MDisks after the rebalance 
completed. As noted in step (3), the total space allocated to the database VDisks was 1,685 GB 

MDisk DATA_DG VDisks LOGS_DG  VDisks ARCH_DG VDisks
DS8K_NM852_P3 60 4 20 
DS8K_NM852_P4 59 3 or 4 19 
DS8K_NM852_P5 62 5 22 
DS8K_NM852_P6 59 3 or 4 19 
DS8K_NM852_P7 60 4 20 

 

8.11 Scenario 6 – Move database to different MDisk Group via “svctask 
migratevdisk …” 

 
(1) This scenario will move the entire database, including the OCR and Vote disks, to a different MDisk 

Group using the “svctask migratevdisk …” command. This could be used to non-disruptively migrate 
the database to a different storage controller. 

(2) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(3) View the information for the destination MDisk Group DS8K_NM852_BKUP and verify that it has 

enough free space to accommodate the total 1,685 GB VDisk size of the database. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp -delim : 
 
id:name:status:mdisk_count:vdisk_count:capacity:extent_size:free_capacity:virtual_

capacity:used_capacity:real_capacity:overallocation:warning 
16:DS8K_NM852:online:4:34:4213.0GB:1024:843.0GB:3370.00GB:3370.00GB:3370.00GB:79:0 
17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:online:4:0:3688.0GB:1024:3688.0GB:0.00MB:0.00MB:0.00MB:0:0 
 

 
(4) Run the following commands and redirect the output to a file named migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash. 

The migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash script will contain all of the svctask commands that need to be 
run to migrate the SWBENCH database VDisks from MDisk Group DS8K_NM852 to MDisk Group 
DS8K_NM852_BKUP. The following assumes that all SWBENCH VDisks start with the string 
“RHEL_”. 

The script will cause the migrations to all run concurrently with the number of threads equal to 4.  
Valid thread values are 1 – 4. If the performance impact shown in the table at the end of this 
scenario is deemed unacceptable, then the migrations can be run serially and/or a lower thread 
value can be used. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# echo '#!/bin/bash' > migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# for i in $(svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue 

mdisk_grp_name=DS8K_NM852 -delim : | awk -F: 'NR>2{print 
$2}' | grep "^RHEL_") 

do 
  echo "svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk $i" 
done  >> migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash 
 

 
(5) View the contents of the migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash script. Note that the SVC supports a 

maximum of 32 concurrent migrations. So if there are more than 32 VDisks to migrate, the work will 
have to be split up into more than one script. 

 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# cat migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash 
 
#!/bin/bash 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_OCR_1 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_OCR_2 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_VOTE_1 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_VOTE_2 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_VOTE_3 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_LOGS_DG_1 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_LOGS_DG_2 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_LOGS_DG_3 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_LOGS_DG_4 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_ARCH_DG_1 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_ARCH_DG_2 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_ARCH_DG_3 
svctask migratevdisk -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -threads 4 -vdisk RHEL_ARCH_DG_4 
 

 
(6) Add execute permission to the migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash script and then run it. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20~]# chmod u+x migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# ./migrate_swbench_vdisks.bash 
 

 
(7) Monitor the VDisk migrations. You can run the “svcinfo lsmigrate -delim :” command, or you can 

periodically run the following Bash shell script for a more concise output. 

 
#!/bin/bash 
 
svcinfo lsmigrate -delim : | while read LINE 
do 
    echo $LINE | while read LINE2 
    do 
        field=$(echo $LINE2 | awk -F: '{print $1}') 
        value=$(echo $LINE2 | awk -F: '{print $2}') 
        if [[ $field == "progress" ]] 
        then 
            echo $value > /tmp/progress 
        fi 
        if [[ $field == "migrate_source_vdisk_index" ]] 
        then 
            vdisk_id=$value 
            vdisk_name=$(svcinfo lsvdisk $vdisk_id | grep "^name " | awk '{print 

$2}') 
            progress=$(cat /tmp/progress) 
            echo "Migrate progress for $vdisk_name is  $progress%" 
        fi 
    done 
done 
rm -f /tmp/progress 
 
Output from the above script: 
 
Migrate progress for RHEL_DATA_DG_4 is  24% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_DATA_DG_2 is  23% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_DATA_DG_3 is  21% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_DATA_DG_1 is  11% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_LOGS_DG_4 is  45% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_ARCH_DG_1 is  0% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_ARCH_DG_2 is  1% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_ARCH_DG_3 is  1% 
Migrate progress for RHEL_ARCH_DG_4 is  3% 
 

 
(8) When the VDisk migrations are finished, query the VDisk status to verify that all VDisks are now in 

MDisk Group DS8K_NM852_BKUP. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue vdisk_name=RHEL_* -delim : 
 
id:name:IO_group_id:IO_group_name:status:mdisk_grp_id:mdisk_grp_name:capacity:type

:FC_id:FC_name:RC_id:RC_name:vdisk_UID:fc_map_count:copy_co
unt:fast_write_state 

0:RHEL_OCR_1:0:io_grp0:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::60050768019201
4678000000000001D4:0:1:empty 

1:RHEL_OCR_2:1:io_grp1:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::60050768019201
4678000000000001D5:0:1:empty 
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2:RHEL_VOTE_1:0:io_grp0:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::6005076801920
14678000000000001D6:0:1:not_empty 

…………… 
 
 

 
(9) The following table shows the elapsed time and the overall performance effect of the VDisk 

migrations when they were all run concurrently and the number of threads used was either 2 or 4. 
The VDisk migrations caused no interruption in I/O. 

 
Number of threads per VDisk 2 threads 4 threads 
Time to complete 2 hours 6 minutes 2 hours 0 minutes 

Change in Swingbench TPMs 
From 133,332 dropped as 
low as 96,108 (-28%) but 
averaged 121,427 (-9%) 

From 131,604 dropped as low 
as 94,694 (-28%) but averaged 

117,110 (-11%) 
Change in TPC IOPS for 
source MDisk Group Stayed consistent at ~2,700 Stayed consistent at ~2,700 

Change in TPC MBPS for 
source MDisk Group 

From ~21 increased to 
maximum of ~43 

From ~21 increased to 
maximum of ~48 

Change in TPC response time 
(ms) for source MDisk Group 

From 4.1 to maximum of 
17.2, but averaged ~13 

From 4.9 to maximum of 21.2, 
but averaged ~18 

 

8.12 Scenario 7 – Move database to different MDisk Group via VDisk mirroring 
 
(1) This scenario will move the entire database, including the OCR and Vote disks, to a different MDisk 

Group using VDisk mirroring. This could be used to non-disruptively migrate the database to a 
different storage controller 

(2) On RAC node1, login as the oracle userid and start up cpumonitor and the Large Scale Order Entry 
Swingbench benchmark as described in the section 4.4.1 Steps for Creating and Running a 
Large Scale Order Entry Schema. 

 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ cd /home/oracle/swingbench/bin 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./cpumonitor 
[oracle@racnode1~] $ ./charbench -a -v users,tpm,tps,cpu,disk > swing.out 

2>swing.err 
 

 
(3) View the information for the destination MDisk Group DS8K_NM852_BKUP and verify that it has 

enough free space to accommodate the total 1,685 GB VDisk size of the database. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsmdiskgrp -delim : 
 
id:name:status:mdisk_count:vdisk_count:capacity:extent_size:free_capacity:virtual_

capacity:used_capacity:real_capacity:overallocation:warning 
16:DS8K_NM852:online:4:34:4213.0GB:1024:843.0GB:3370.00GB:3370.00GB:3370.00GB:79:0 
17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:online:4:0:3688.0GB:1024:3688.0GB:0.00MB:0.00MB:0.00MB:0:0 
 

 
(4) VDisk mirroring requires some bitmap space in the I/O group. Unlike the default I/O group bitmap 

size settings for FlashCopy or Metro/Global Mirror, which are 20 MB, the default setting for VDisk 
Mirrors is 0. We are using two I/O groups, so query both of the I/O groups to verify the current 
settings. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20~]#  svcinfo lsiogrp 0 
Mon Oct 26 22:30:40 MST 2009 
id 0 
name io_grp0 
node_count 2 
vdisk_count 18 
host_count 12 
flash_copy_total_memory 20.0MB 
flash_copy_free_memory 20.0MB 
remote_copy_total_memory 20.0MB 
remote_copy_free_memory 20.0MB 
mirroring_total_memory 0.0MB 
mirroring_free_memory 0.0MB 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]#  svcinfo lsiogrp 1 
Mon Oct 26 22:41:39 MST 2009 
id 1 
name io_grp1 
node_count 2 
vdisk_count 16 
host_count 12 
flash_copy_total_memory 20.0MB 
flash_copy_free_memory 20.0MB 
remote_copy_total_memory 20.0MB 
remote_copy_free_memory 20.0MB 
mirroring_total_memory 0.0MB 
mirroring_free_memory 0.0MB 
 

 
(5) As the “svctask chiogrp -h” command states, 1 MB of I/O group VDisk mirror bitmap space will allow 

up to 2 TB of mirrored VDisks. Since we are mirroring 1,685 MB of VDisk space, and that VDisk 
space is spread across two I/O groups, 1 MB of bitmap space per I/O group should be sufficient.  
However, we will use 2 MB per I/O group for some extra buffer. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]#  svctask chiogrp -feature mirror -size 2 0 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]#  svctask chiogrp -feature mirror -size 2 1 
 

 
If an attempt is made to create a VDisk mirror when there is not sufficient I/O group VDisk mirror 
bitmap space, the following error will get returned: 

CMMVC6350E The command failed because there is insufficient mirror bitmap space. 
 
(6) Run the following commands and redirect the output to a file named mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash. 

The mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash script will contain all of the svctask commands that need to be run 
to create VDisk mirrors in MDisk Group DS8K_NM852_BKUP for the SWBENCH database VDisks 
that are contained in MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. The following assumes that all SWBENCH 
VDisks start with the string “RHEL_”. 

The script will cause the mirror synchronizations to all run concurrently with a syncrate of 85%.  
Valid syncrate values are 1 – 100. The command “svctask addvdiskcopy -h” will show a table which 
contains the MB/sec that are transferred with various syncrates. A syncrate of 71-80 copies 16 
MB/sec, a syncrate of 81-90 copies 32 MB/sec, and a syncrate of 91-100 copies 64 MB/sec. The 
default syncrate of 50 will transfer 2 MB/sec. 

To reduce the performance impact of a given syncrate, the mirror creations can be run serially 
and/or a lower syncrate value can be used. The syncrate can be changed dynamically. 
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[root@arcx345xzn20~]# echo '#!/bin/bash' > mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# for i in $(svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue 

mdisk_grp_name=DS8K_NM852 -delim : | awk -F: 'NR>2{print 
$2}' | grep "^RHEL_") 

do 
  echo "svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 

$i" 
done  >> mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash 
 

 
(7) View the contents of the mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash script. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# cat mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash 
 
#!/bin/bash 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_OCR_1 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_OCR_2 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_VOTE_1 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_VOTE_2 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_VOTE_3 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_LOGS_DG_1 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_LOGS_DG_2 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_LOGS_DG_3 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_LOGS_DG_4 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_ARCH_DG_1 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_ARCH_DG_2 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_ARCH_DG_3 
svctask addvdiskcopy -mdiskgrp DS8K_NM852_BKUP -vtype striped -syncrate 85 RHEL_ARCH_DG_4 
 

 
(8) Add execute permission to the mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash script and then run it. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# chmod u+x mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# ./mirror_swbench_vdisks.bash 
 

 
(9) Monitor the VDisk mirror creation. The first command below returns the status for all currently 

running mirror synchronizations. The second command shows the status for one particular VDisk. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisksyncprogress 
 
vdisk_id         vdisk_name        copy_id        progress       estimated_completion_time 
5                RHEL_DATA_DG_1    1              3              091028035520 
6                RHEL_DATA_DG_2    1              2              091028035708 
7                RHEL_DATA_DG_3    1              2              091028041931 
8                RHEL_DATA_DG_4    1              2              091028043625 
9                RHEL_LOGS_DG_1    1              42             091028005909 
10               RHEL_LOGS_DG_2    1              39             091028010732 
11               RHEL_LOGS_DG_3    1              39             091028010225 
12               RHEL_LOGS_DG_4    1              41             091028005748 
13               RHEL_ARCH_DG_1    1              8              091028020237 
14               RHEL_ARCH_DG_2    1              9              091028013704 
15               RHEL_ARCH_DG_3    1              7              091028015123 
16               RHEL_ARCH_DG_4    1              6              091028015614 
 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisksyncprogress RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
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vdisk_id         vdisk_name        copy_id        progress       estimated_completion_time 
8                RHEL_DATA_DG_4    0              100 
8                RHEL_DATA_DG_4    1              2              091028043625 
 

 
(10) Also during the VDisk mirror synchronization, query each VDisk individually to view the MDisk 

Groups, the syncrate of the currently running mirror synchronization, and the number of VDisk 
copies. 

The following shows a portion of the returned information for the VDisk RHEL_DATA_DG_4. 
Notice the sync_rate of 85, the MDisk Groups where the two copies of the VDisk reside, and the 
fact that copy 0 has a sync status of “yes” whereas copy 1 still has a sync status of “no”. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 
id 8 
name RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
IO_group_id 1 
IO_group_name io_grp1 
status online 
mdisk_grp_id many 
mdisk_grp_name many 
capacity 300.00GB 
……………………………… 
sync_rate 85 
copy_count 2 
 
copy_id 0 
status online 
sync yes 
primary yes 
mdisk_grp_id 16 
mdisk_grp_name DS8K_NM852 
type striped 
 
copy_id 1 
status online 
sync no 
primary no 
mdisk_grp_id 17 
mdisk_grp_name DS8K_NM852_BKUP 
type striped 
 

 
(11) It is possible to dynamically change the syncrate for a VDisk mirror. The following will change the 

syncrate for RHEL_DATA_DG_4 to 75%. Changing the syncrate to 0 will stop any 
synchronization. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svctask chvdisk –syncrate 75 RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
 

 
(12) When the VDisk copy synchronizations are finished, query the VDisks to verify that the 

copy_count column now equals 2. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue vdisk_name=RHEL_* -delim : 
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id:name:IO_group_id:IO_group_name:status:mdisk_grp_id:mdisk_grp_name:capacity:type
:FC_id:FC_name:RC_id:RC_name:vdisk_UID:fc_map_count:copy_co
unt:fast_write_state 

0:RHEL_OCR_1:0:io_grp0:online:many:many:1.00GB:many:::::60050768019201467800000000
000207:0:2:empty 

1:RHEL_OCR_2:1:io_grp1:online:many:many:1.00GB:many:::::60050768019201467800000000
000208:0:2:empty 

2:RHEL_VOTE_1:0:io_grp0:online:many:many:1.00GB:many:::::6005076801920146780000000
0000209:0:2:not_empty 

3:RHEL_VOTE_2:1:io_grp1:online:many:many:1.00GB:many:::::6005076801920146780000000
000020A:0:2:not_empty 

…………… 
 

 
(13) Query each VDisk individually to verify that the mirror copy with copy_id equal to 0 resides in the 

source MDisk Group DS8K_NM852. These are the copies that will be removed. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk RHEL_DATA_DG_4 | egrep 

"copy_id|mdisk_grp_name" | grep -v "mdisk_grp_name many" 
copy_id 0 
mdisk_grp_name DS8K_NM852 
copy_id 1 
mdisk_grp_name DS8K_NM852_BKUP 
 

 
(14) Run the following commands and redirect the output to the file rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash. 

The rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash script will contain all of the svctask commands that need to 
be run to remove the original copies of the SWBENCH database VDisk mirrors that start with the 
string “RHEL_”. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# echo '#!/bin/bash' > rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# for i in $(svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue vdisk_name=RHEL_* -

delim : | awk -F: 'NR>2{print $2}') 
do 
  echo "svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 $i" 
done  >> rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash 
 

 
(15) View the contents of the rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash script. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# cat rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash 
 
#!/bin/bash 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_OCR_1 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_OCR_2 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_VOTE_1 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_VOTE_2 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_VOTE_3 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_DATA_DG_1 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_DATA_DG_2 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_DATA_DG_3 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_DATA_DG_4 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_LOGS_DG_1 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_LOGS_DG_2 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_LOGS_DG_3 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_LOGS_DG_4 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_ARCH_DG_1 
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svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_ARCH_DG_2 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_ARCH_DG_3 
svctask rmvdiskcopy -copy 0 RHEL_ARCH_DG_4 
 

 
(16) Add execute permission to the rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash script and then run it. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# chmod u+x rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# ./rm_swbench_vdisk_mirrors.bash 
 

 
(17) Query the VDisks again and verify that the MDisk Group column equals DS8K_NM852_BKUP 

and the copy_count column equals 1. 

 
[root@arcx345xzn20~]# svcinfo lsvdisk -filtervalue vdisk_name=RHEL_* -delim : 
 
id:name:IO_group_id:IO_group_name:status:mdisk_grp_id:mdisk_grp_name:capacity:type

:FC_id:FC_name:RC_id:RC_name:vdisk_UID:fc_map_count:copy_co
unt:fast_write_state 

0:RHEL_OCR_1:0:io_grp0:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::60050768019201
467800000000000207:0:1:empty 

1:RHEL_OCR_2:1:io_grp1:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::60050768019201
467800000000000208:0:1:empty 

2:RHEL_VOTE_1:0:io_grp0:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::6005076801920
1467800000000000209:0:1:not_empty 

3:RHEL_VOTE_2:1:io_grp1:online:17:DS8K_NM852_BKUP:1.00GB:striped:::::6005076801920
146780000000000020A:0:1:not_empty 

…………… 
 

 
(18) The following table shows the elapsed time and the overall performance effect of the VDisk mirror 

synchronizations at various values of syncrate and when they were all run concurrently. The 
default syncrate of 50 was tried, but the synchronization progressed at a rate that confirmed the 
estimated completion time returned by “svcinfo lsvdisksyncprogress” of over 1 day, so it was 
stopped. VDisk mirror deletions finish instantaneously. The VDisk mirror creation and deletion 
operations caused no interruption in I/O. 

 
Synchronization 
Rate 75 85 100 

Time to complete 5 hours 21 minutes 2 hours 50 minutes 2 hours 10 minutes 

Change in 
Swingbench TPMs  

From 133,441 
dropped as low as 
97,724 (-27%) but 

averaged 122,148 (-
8%) 

From 132,600 
dropped as low as 
57,634 (-57%) but 

averaged 113,043 (-
15%) 

From 132,204 
dropped as low as 
59,822 (-55%) but 
averaged 94,109 (-

29%) 
Change in TPC 
IOPS for MDisk 
Group 

From ~2,800 
increased to ~3,400 
but averaged ~2750 

From ~2,800 dropped 
to ~1,950 but 

averaged ~2600 

From ~3,500 dropped 
to ~2,400 but 

averaged ~2,800 
Change in TPC 
MBPS for MDisk 
Group 

From ~21 increased 
to maximum of ~35 
but averaged ~25 

From ~22 increased to 
maximum of ~55 but 

averaged ~24 

From ~26 increased to 
maximum of ~32 but 

averaged ~22 
Change in TPC 
response time (ms) 
for MDisk Group 

4.6 to maximum of 
11.5, but averaged 

~6.4 

4.7 to maximum of 
48.7, but averaged 

~17 

3.3 to maximum of 
47.9, but averaged 

~38 
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9 Summary 
This paper offers some guidance for anyone doing space administration for Oracle ASM when it is 
running on the IBM SVC and using either Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.3 or AIX 6.1 as the host 
operating system. It documents the following: 

• Adding space to an ASM diskgroup by adding an ASM disk. 

• Adding space to an ASM diskgroup by increasing the sizes of the ASM disks. 

• Reducing the space in an ASM diskgroup by removing an ASM disk. 

• Reducing the space in an ASM diskgroup by reducing the size of the member ASM disks. 

• Rebalancing SVC MDisk Group extents by using a freely available Perl rebalance script. 

• Migrating an entire Oracle RAC database, including the OCR and Vote disks, by using the 
SVC “svctask migratevdisk …” command. 

• Migrating an entire Oracle RAC database, including the OCR and Vote disks, by using SVC 
VDisk mirroring. 

All of the above operations are performed when the Swingbench Oracle load generator is running at a 
high transaction rate. The metrics gathered show the performance effect when various configuration 
settings are used for each of those operations. 

After reading the paper, it should be apparent that using Oracle ASM in conjunction with IBM SVC 
offers a very robust and flexible approach to space management for a high-transaction database. 
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